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Weatherley, John (M.S., Computer Science) 
Adapting Educational Resources for Collaborative On-Line Peer Review 
Thesis directed by Professor Tamara Sumner 
 
 This thesis looks at a computer-mediated communication (CMC) and publishing 
system used to facilitate collaborative peer review of multimedia educational objects.  The 
occurrence of electronic scholarly publishing has increased dramatically in recent years due 
in part to the immediacy and overall reach of the Internet and it’s ability to transmit diverse 
forms of electronic media. Previous studies indicate, however, that there is a perceived lack 
of prestige and legitimacy associated with electronic journals as well as electronically 
enabled peer review.   This is due in part to a perceived lack of permanence associated with 
electronic media, a lack of familiarity with electronic media and a lack of fully developed 
conventions of citation.   

New forms of electronically based peer review have been explored that enable a 
collaborative review process among reviewers and authors, breaking from traditional models 
where communication channels are mediated through an editor.  The ability of CMC to 
enable collaboration within geographically dispersed communities offers strong motivation 
for its use.  This thesis develops a framework for collaborative peer review based on social 
capital that suggests an overall benefit for scholarly communities that incorporate 
collaborative forms of review.  An examination is performed of collaborative peer review 
used in a new journal that features multimedia-rich geoscience educational objects – the 
Journal of Earth System Science in Education (JESSE).  Technical issues surrounding the 
preparation of these objects for the CMC review environment are discussed and a process 
model for publishing is developed.  A redesign of the toolkit used to prepare objects for the 
review environment is implemented and task-centered usability assessments are performed.   

The outcome of these steps suggested a potential for increased legitimacy and 
prestige of electronic publishing could develop out of a well-designed CMC environment and 
collaborative review model.  It was found that scholars who participated in the peer review 
perceived a benefit from the collaborative process and that the process was seen as providing 
a separate service from traditional peer review.   On the publishing end, the redesigned 
toolkit implementation was seen as providing greater accessibility to non-technically oriented 
users. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

  

Computer-mediated communication (CMC) tools are an emerging new medium used 

to facilitate peer review in scholarly communities.  Peer review is an important mechanism 

that ensures the quality and accuracy of an author’s research, writing or other contribution to 

the scholarly community.  In traditional peer review models, communication between 

reviewers and authors is mediated through an editor and most often reviewers remain 

anonymous.  There are numerous variations to this model ranging from double-blind 

approaches, where both the authors and reviewers remain anonymous, to completely open 

models, where all parties are revealed.  New forms of electronically based peer review using 

CMC have been explored that support collaboration by enabling direct communication 

among reviewers and authors during the review process [18, 36-38, 40]. In this thesis an 

examination is performed of CMC based collaborative peer review used in a new journal that 

features multimedia-rich geoscience educational objects – the Journal of Earth System 

Science in Education (JESSE).  To shed light on the social and technical issues around the 

use of such CMC in peer review, a framework for collaborative review is developed and in-

depth analyses of the CMC publishing software are performed.  

 

Motivation 

Throughout history, new technologies have emerged that enable new forms of 

communication and social interaction.  Examples include innovations such as the printing 

press, the telephone, television, and most recently the Internet.  While technology is often at 

the forefront of change, the social norms, conventions and practices that emerge around and 

help shape new technologies take time to develop – in some cases tens or even hundreds of 

years [18, 22, 24, 34, 41]. Society is currently undergoing such a change around the Internet 
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and computer-mediated communication. What these technologies afford is the ability to 

interact and communicate in new ways and the ability to distribute and transmit documents, 

images and other media rapidly around the globe to wide or restricted audiences.  One area 

being explored is the use of CMC to support community and community-related activities 

ranging from simple information distribution to direct interaction and collaboration [6, 7, 18, 

25, 30, 33, 34, 36, 37].  The potential for CMC to help facilitate communication and 

collaboration between geographically dispersed communities is motivating many people to 

explore its use in scholarly publishing and peer review. 

CMC technologies have several elements of variation.  The two primary distinctions 

are synchronous CMC such as instant messengers and chat rooms where instant two-way 

communication is enabled and asynchronous CMC such as bulletin boards where 

participants communicate in a delayed serial fashion.  The term virtual community is used to 

describe groups who use CMC to enable or support community through synchronous or 

asynchronous interactions.  Virtual communities range from completely physically dispersed 

groups where members have little or no face-to-face interaction to physically based groups 

where members are co-located and have frequent face-to-face interaction.  An example of a 

physically dispersed virtual community would be a ‘community of interest’ such as a 

national support group for sports injuries who communicate through an Internet bulletin 

board to share resources, thoughts and feelings about their experience [26].  An example of a 

physically based virtual community would be an organization’s steering committee who meet 

regularly face-to-face and who use CMC to collect, discuss and record community goals [1].   

The tradition of peer review is a valued method used by publications in scholarly 

communities to validate, confirm and shape a scholar’s contribution.  New forms of 

electronic scholarly publishing that use CMC to facilitate peer review have been explored 

that enable a collaborative peer review process among reviewers and authors, breaking from 
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traditional models where communication channels are mediated through an editor [18, 32, 

37, 40].  Studies indicate however that there is a perceived lack of prestige and legitimacy 

associated with electronic journals as well as electronically enabled peer review [40].   This 

is due in part to a perceived lack of permanence associated with electronic media, a lack of 

familiarity with electronic mediums and a lack of fully developed conventions of citation. 

This may be an example of the lag between the advent of a new technology and the 

emergence of the social norms and practices that develop around it.  

The research here seeks to investigate the use of CMC to support scholarly 

publishing practices.  There are two central research questions: What frameworks or models 

for scholarly publishing may be useful in describing the social practices forming around the 

new technology?  What design features found in CMC software are useful in the support of 

scholarly publishing practices and what are the usability issues surrounding its use?   

 

Approach 

 This thesis makes two primary contributions. First, it develops a framework for 

scholarly publishing that incorporates collaborative peer review enabled through CMC.  This 

framework is based in large part on social theory and in particular Putnam’s theory of social 

capital [27].  To illustrate how this framework may be interpreted and applied, an in-depth 

examination is performed of a collaborative CMC peer review that was conducted by JESSE.  

Second, in-depth task-centered usability analyses of the collaborative CMC publishing and 

review environment used by JESSE, the Digital Document Discourse Environment (D3E), 

are performed.  These analyses highlight the practical issues surrounding electronic scholarly 

publishing and peer review.  From these analyses, a process model for publishing is 

developed.  Additionally a redesign of the toolkit used to prepare objects for the CMC 

review environment is implemented and assessed.   
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Thesis Outline 

 Chapter 1 provides an introduction and overview of this thesis. 

Chapter 2 considers social frameworks for peer review used by scholarly 

communities.  It begins by outlining the history of peer review and describes the traditional 

peer review framework.  It then develops a new framework, termed the partnership review 

model that is collaborative in nature and is based on Putnam’s theory of social capital.  A 

case study of a review performed by JESSE is then presented that illustrates how this 

framework may be interpreted and applied. 

 Chapter 3 takes an in-depth look at the specific multimedia-rich objects that are 

likely to be published by JESSE.  An example is then given of two objects that were prepared 

by the author for JESSE.  Practical issues surrounding the preparation of these objects for the 

review environment are discussed and tradeoffs between object preservation versus object 

adaptation are highlighted.   

 Chapter 4 provides an in-depth task-centered usability analysis of the D3E 

publishing and review environment used by JESSE and other publications.  It then develops 

and describes a four-role publishing model.  A description is given of the redesign and re-

implementation that was performed of the D3E toolkit used by the editor to facilitate the 

preparation of documents.  Usability tests performed on the re-implemented toolkit prototype 

are summarized and recommendations for future development of the software are provided.  

 Chapter 5 provides a concluding summary of investigations performed here.  

 Appendix A shows a summary of each of five interviews conducted with participants 

of the first JESSE collaborative review. 

 Appendix B summarizes observations made during five task-centered usability tests 

performed on the redesigned D3E toolkit prototype.  
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Chapter 2: Paradigms of Peer Review 

 

Peer review is an important mechanism used in scholarly communities to help 

maintain the quality and standards of academic work and helps define and reinforce the 

scholarly goals of the community.  This chapter presents an overview of the development of 

peer review in scholarly communities.  It outlines the traditional review model – one in 

which communication between the reviewers and the authors travels indirectly through the 

editor.  It then develops a new framework for peer review termed the partnership review 

model based on Putnam’s theory of social capital where review communication travels 

directly among the reviewers and authors. A case study of a review conducted by JESSE is 

then presented, illustrating how this framework may be interpreted and applied. 

 

The Tradition of Peer Review 

The emergence of scholarly peer review began in the latter half of the seventeenth 

century not long after the appearance of printing technology [40, 41].  Printing had for the 

first time provided a mechanism whereby scholarly work could be recorded and shared with 

colleagues in a systematic, widespread way. In those early days it was the Royal Society of 

London that sponsored the first peer reviewed journal, the Philosophical Transactions.  

According to its founders, this scientific journal contained articles that were “first reviewed 

by some of the members” of the Royal Society [41]. Henry Oldenburg was assigned by the 

Society the task of recruiting members to publish in the journal at its inception.  During the 

early stages, Oldenburg found many members were concerned that reviewers and subscribers 

to the Transactions may steal their intellectual property before or after publication.  

Oldenburg worked hard to convince members that publishing in the journal was safe and in 

fact provided a mechanism for their discoveries to be permanently recorded and attributed to 
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them.  In addition, the journal was carefully managed so that published works would be 

competently assessed and assured of authenticity, thus increasing their value as a resource 

for scientists throughout the community. Within a span of a century the journal had gained 

widespread acceptance and its model had been duplicated by other journals. Conventions of 

citation were beginning to solidify.  The foundations and social practice surrounding peer 

review had been established, which remains largely unchanged to this day.   

In this traditional peer review model, communication between reviewers and authors 

is mediated through an editor and most often reviewers remain anonymous to the author.  

There are numerous variations to this format, however, although none are as common as the 

standard anonymous approach [40, 41].  In some cases, editors will make the decision about 

acceptance without the help of reviewers.  There may be journals that provide double-blind 

arrangements where both the reviewers remain anonymous to the author and the author’s 

identity is hidden from the reviewers.  Some journals may reveal the identity of all parties.  

In each of these approaches, reviewers may be taken directly from the editorial board of the 

journal or may be selected from a list of reviewers maintained by the editorial staff.  In some 

cases the editors solicit reviewers based on their previous research in a specific area or they 

may be known to have expertise in a particular field. 

In recent years the widespread use of electronic forms of communication have begun 

to transform scholarly publishing [13, 28, 34, 36-38, 40].  One immediate advantage to 

electronic communication is the speed and efficiency with which documents and related 

information can travel. While the Internet and CMC has enabled entirely new forms of 

interaction and communication, the current trend among publishers is to continue traditional 

models for publishing and peer review while incorporating electronic delivery systems as an 

augmentation to or replacement for their paper-based counterparts. Studies indicate that there 

is a perceived lack of prestige and legitimacy associated with electronic journals as well as 
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electronically enabled peer review [40].   This is due in part to a perceived lack of 

permanence associated with electronic media, a lack of familiarity with electronic media and 

a lack of fully developed conventions of citation.  Social practices around electronic 

scholarly publishing remain largely similar to their paper-based counterparts, including the 

model for peer review.  

 

New Forms of Peer Review 

New forms of scholarly publishing have begun to emerge, however, that seek to 

facilitate open interaction and collaboration among the reviewers and authors through CMC, 

breaking from traditional review models [18, 36-38, 40].  Of the many examples of 

publications using electronic delivery and CMC systems, there is a wide range of variation in 

how these technologies are applied.   

One example, the Journal for Interactive Media in Education (JIME) [http://www-

jime.open.ac.uk/], uses an open, collaborative review that is conducted over a three-week 

period using a web-based CMC environment [37, 38].  In the JIME model, reviewers and 

authors interact directly through CMC to discuss the scholar’s work and formulate revisions.  

The JIME CMC software, called the Digital Document Discourse Environment (D3E), 

displays the review comments along side the article, with anchors linking sections of the 

article with the discourse for that section (see Figure 1, page 15).  Following the review and 

the author’s revision, the JIME editors then publish the work along with selections from the 

review discussion.  After formal publication, the CMC discussion environment is still active 

and visitors to the journal are encouraged to continue discourse.  Sumner refers to this 

structure as a “contextually-enriched document framework” or one in which the article is 

tightly coupled with community commentary that provides knowledge, vocabularies and 

other information that helps to contextualize the article within the community [36]. 
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A slightly different approach is taken by the Electronic Transactions on Artificial 

Intelligence (ETAI) [http://www.etaij.org/].  ETAI has a two-stage review model, combining 

an open public review facilitated through CMC with a traditional review process.  Once an 

article is submitted it first undergoes an open review that lasts for a period of three months.  

During this open review, members of the public submit comments via e-mail that get posted 

to the journal’s web site.  These comments are updated automatically and appear in a 

“newsletter” that is linked to the article [32].  During the open review the authors may post 

responses to community commentary as well.  After the open review and an opportunity for 

the authors to make revisions, a traditional review is conducted that follows a rigorous set of 

standards put forth by the ETAI editors.   Following this formal review, the authors make 

revisions and the article is then published along with the comments made during the open 

review, thus preserving a record of the commentary with the document [18].   

The e-print archives [http://xxx.lanl.gov/] started in 1991 at the Los Alamos National 

Laboratory (LANL) represent still another form electronic scholarly publishing.  Originally a 

repository for pre-published reports in physics, e-print archives now holds pre-published 

papers in a large range of fields and is mirrored at sites across the world.  The e-print system 

is fully automated and can be described as an enhanced e-mail listserv.  Scholars post 

articles, make revisions, subscribe for notifications of new postings, and search for listings of 

articles all through subject line e-mail commands sent to the server [15]. A web interface 

allows searching and viewing of the archives as well.  While the e-prints archive system does 

not directly support peer review, scholars may receive feedback from peers through direct e-

mail correspondence.  They then can submit revisions that get posted to the e-print archive 

along with the preserved copies of their previous versions.  In 1998 the e-print archives were 

receiving 2000 submission per month [40].  The sheer size of the archive and volume of 

submissions is an indication of the importance it has assumed as a means for scholars to 
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share their research among peers in their community and to get productive feedback in the 

final stages of preparing articles for publication. 

A convenient way to view the review and publishing process is in terms of producers 

and consumers. In the traditional review model, the authors may be seen as producers, the 

scholarly communities at large can be thought of as consumers and the editors and reviewers 

as gatekeepers.  The workflow begins with the authors who produce work and submit it for 

consideration.  The editor and reviewers work together as gatekeepers to ensure that the 

submission adequately contributes to the standards and goals of the scholarly community.  In 

this relationship, the editorial staff enlists the advice of the reviewers to aid them in the 

decision process.  In this model there is often no direct communication between the 

reviewers and the authors.  In electronic publications such as JIME and ETAI, however, 

authors and reviewers communicate directly.  Review commentary takes place through CMC 

and is preserved and published along with the article, providing a record of the peer dialog.  

In such models the reviewers and authors can be thought of as partnering together as 

producers, with the editor providing the role of facilitator.      

 

The Partnership Review Model: A Framework for Collaboration in Peer Review  

Both JIME and ETAI incorporate forms of collaborative review that are enabled 

through CMC.  Such approaches offer not only technology that enables peer review but also 

social frameworks that differ from traditional peer review.  In each of these approaches, 

collaboration during the review is seen to add value to the process by enabling a two-way 

communication between reviewers and authors, providing a means for co-development to 

take place.  A record of the dialog then is preserved and stays with the publication through 

time.  Each of these approaches subscribes to what I call the partnership review model.  In 

the partnership review model, reviewers and authors work collectively and can be described 
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as partnering together toward the common goal of improving and enhancing the scholarly 

work as a contribution to the scholarly community.   

One way to view the partnership review model is through Putnam’s notion of social 

capital.  Putnam describes social capital as “features of social organization such as networks, 

norms, and social trust that facilitate coordination and cooperation for mutual benefit” [27].  

The notion of social capital ascribes to the belief that people working together toward a 

common goal can make a greater achievement than the same individuals working alone.  The 

partnership review model can be defined as one that creates a social and technological 

environment for social capital formation by encouraging collaboration among reviewers and 

authors through an open CMC forum.  To understand the social processes that influence 

social capital formation and how CMC may play a role in this model, it is useful to look at 

social capital’s basic components. 

Two key components to social capital include the building of trust and reputation 

among members in a given community. Reputation and trust provide a social construct that 

enables community members to assess the contribution of others quickly.  The character of 

interaction between members in a given community is augmented through the perceived 

reputation of others. A highly respected member will incur greater influence than one who is 

less respected.  In this way, communities provide incentive for members to strive toward 

achievement.  In environments where social capital can form, individuals are compelled to 

increase their reputation and gain the trust of others through positive visible contributions to 

the community.  A community with high social capital is one in which members strive to 

provide benefit to the community.  In environments with lower social capital, individuals are 

less inclined to work altruistically toward group goals.   
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Axelrod identifies three conditions as being necessary for cooperative behavior to 

thrive in groups [5]: 

• Individuals must be able to identify each other within the group.   

• Members must have information on how others have behaved in the past.   

• It must be likely that individuals in the group will meet again, otherwise there is 

little motivation for cooperation.  

According to Kollock, these conditions also allow reputations to develop in communities 

[19].  In order to increase the likelihood of social capital formation in the partnership review 

model, the CMC review environment should provide support for all three.   

In physically based communities, information about an individual’s reputation is 

transmitted in part through frequent face-to-face and group interaction, enabling the 

formation of trust and establishment of reputation over time [6].  However in virtual 

environments such as those that exist through CMC, technical and social conventions for 

conveying this information are still developing.  In both the JIME and ETAI CMC 

environments there are mechanisms that provide access to member’s identities as well a past 

history of their contributions, thus providing Axelrod’s first two conditions for cooperative 

behavior formation.   

In the D3E environment used in JIME, authors and reviewers are identified by name 

and e-mail at the top of each article and along side each comment they post in the review 

discussion.  A search interface in JIME allows searching over metadata records for the 

journal.  Searching by author or reviewer name will bring up a listing of the participant’s past 

contributions to the journal.  In the ETAI newsletter article commentary area, reviewers and 

authors are identified by name and in many cases a link is provided to the participant’s 

personal web page, providing information about their research and interests.  Information 
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about a member’s past contributions can be determined in ETAI by manually browsing 

through the journal’s collection, a relatively cumbersome process. 

In both JIME and ETAI information about participants past contributions to the 

community could be made more accessible in several ways.  One way to facilitate the 

discovery of past contributions would be to include a hyper-linked listing of participant’s 

contributions, such as articles and reviews, that is accessible by clicking on their name 

wherever it appears in the journal.  Internal resource linking could be automated and 

contributors could be encouraged to provide additional links to other research or 

contributions outside of the journal.  More sophisticated contributor cross-referencing could 

be provided through the use of a recommender system.  Recommender systems have been 

used to rate reviewers based on how close their assessments of articles compare to average 

reviewer assessments [31].  Recommender systems could also be used to lead visitors to 

information similar to what they have contributed or visited in the past.  For example, an 

author who has submitted an article on the eating patterns of Asian elephants might be 

presented with a listing of articles relating to elephants, articles relating to animal’s eating 

patterns, and the authors and reviewers who participated in those contributions.  Reviewers 

might be presented with reviews on Asian elephants and be able to identify the other scholars 

in their field of interest.  Such recommender systems require a large investment to develop 

and need a relatively large corpus of information before the recommendations they provide 

becomes useful [29], however if done properly they could prove an effective tool in making 

relevant community contributions highly visible to those who want it most. 

Table 1 shows the technical and social features surrounding the partnership review 

model that facilitate the formation of cooperation and ultimately social capital, based on 

Axelrod’s three conditions.  While we have already discussed technical approaches for 

enabling the first two, the last condition – that it must be likely that individuals in the group 
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 Table 1 - Partnership Review Model Features 

Condition for cooperation Technical and social features 
Individuals must be able to identify 
each other within the group 

Identities of the individuals are open rather 
than anonymous.  The individual’s name 
appears next to their contribution in the 
CMC environment 

Members must have information on 
how others have behaved in the past 

Linked index provides a listing of the 
individual’s contributions.  Recommender 
systems show similar contributions and other 
authors and reviewers with the same 
interests.  Search tools provided to search the 
collection by author, reviewer and/or topic 

It must be likely that individuals in the 
group will meet again 

Degree of commitment and participation by 
individuals in the community is relatively 
high and spans a significant duration of time. 

 

will meet again – has as much to do with social processes as it does technical design.  There 

may be many factors that contribute to the commitment and regular participation of scholars 

in a given publication.  These include things like strong editorial leadership and clear 

institutional goals, the active participation of one or more key members in the community, 

and the need for and proliferation of ongoing research in the field.  

 

Case Study: The Journal for Earth Systems Science Education 

 In order to illustrate how the partnership review model may be interpreted and 

applied, I now describe a case study of a collaborative review conducted by the Journal of 

Earth Systems Science Education (JESSE).  JESSE is a new multi-disciplinary journal for 

geoscience and related disciplines involved in Earth system and global change education 

[http://jesse.usra.edu/].  JESSE’s first review was conducted in the spring of 2001 and was 

used by the editor’s of JESSE as a test pilot to explore collaborative on-line review for their 

journal.   The editors of JESSE were particularly interested in assessing collaborative review 

software that was able to accommodate their target collection, which includes forms of 
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multimedia-rich as well as purely text-based content.  Because of its ability to deliver web-

based multimedia content, D3E was chosen by JESSE’s editors for this first review. 

 JESSE’s review model and approach followed closely the one developed and used by 

JIME [37].  The review trial took place over a three-week period and included a total of four 

reviewers, two editors who also acted as reviewers, and two authors. Studies indicate that 

individuals tend to approach new tasks using their previous experience as a guide [24].  To 

help frame the collaborative review process as different from their prior experience with 

traditional review, a series of three e-mails were sent to the participants.  These e-mails 

introduced the participants to one another and described the collaborative review process in 

detail.  In these e-mails, participants were encouraged to begin commentary early in the 

review period, providing opportunity for continuing review dialog to take place over the 

remainder of the period.  This point was made specifically to contrast traditional review 

approaches where reviewers typically work alone, make a list of comments, and then submit 

all comments at once to an editor.  The short three-week review period had been 

demonstrated in JIME to help facilitate discussion by shortening the interval between 

interactions, thus creating a more conversational atmosphere among participants [37].  To 

help facilitate awareness of the review dialog as it took place, all participants were sent e-

mail notices from the D3E system when each comment was submitted.   

  The JESSE editors for this first trial review chose a multimedia-rich geoscience 

course module titled the Ice Age Module.  The Ice Age Module is a multimedia educational 

CD that uses interactive QuickTime animations and written descriptions rendered in a 

standard web browser that details the history of glaciers and climate change.  The procedure 

used to prepare and convert this object for the on-line review described here is covered in 

chapters 3 and 4. 
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The D3E publishing and review environment is shown in Figure 1. D3E displays 

content and provides navigation using three primary HTML frames.  The left frame holds a 

table of contents that indexes each section or chapter throughout the object (number 1).  The 

center frame displays the object’s content, split by section or chapter (number 2).  The frame 

on the right displays the review discussion threads and is where reviewers and authors enter 

comments related to the object (number 3).  

Figure 1 - D3E Collaborative Environment 

 

 Clicking on any link in the table of contents frame displays the corresponding section 

or chapter of the object in the content frame.  At the top of the center frame there is an 

anchor (number 5) that links to the specific review discussion for that section or chapter.  

5. Discussion anchor opens the review comments for this section 

1. Table of 
contents frame 2. Body frame holds 

the content

3. Review comments 
frame

4. Forward, top and back buttons 
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Clicking on this anchor will display the comments for this section in the review comments 

frame on the right.  This anchored discussion format creates a close coupling between the 

object’s content and the discussion that corresponds to it [37].  At the top of the review 

comments frame appears the name and e-mails of the reviewers and editor. When a 

participant enters a comment, their name also appears next to the comment title in the threads 

and at the comment itself. 

The Ice Age Module Trial 

Participants in the Ice Age module trial included four reviewers, two authors and two 

editors. Of these eight participants, all were male except one female reviewer.  By the end of 

the trial there were a total of 28 individual comments entered into the system.  Participation 

in the review discussion was skewed toward one reviewer who entered 16 comments. 

Another reviewer entered five comments and the remaining two, including the female 

reviewer, entered no comments. Neither author entered comments or responses.  The editors 

were also active in the discussion and together entered a total of six comments. Three of 

these comments provided instructions and logistical information and the other three were 

review-oriented in nature. I entered one comment at the onset that directed participants to a 

help page with instructions for using D3E.  Everyone including myself was sent e-mail by the 

D3E system of each comment entered by participants during the review.   

The original review period was scheduled to last two weeks, however at the end of 

the second week, only one reviewer had entered comments. The review was then extended 

another week and a note was issued asking reviewers to submit comments, and one of the 

editors made direct contact with two of the reviewers.  By the end of the third and final week 

only one other reviewer had entered comments, however both of the editors had entered 

review-related comments of their own.  At the conclusion of the review, a total of four 
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individuals had contributed directly to the review of the Ice Age module and there were 24 

review-related comments in the system. 

One of the initial theories as to the lack of early participation was that the D3E 

system might have been difficult or intimidating to use.  Subsequent interviews revealed, 

however, that only one individual had difficulty using the software, although he was able to 

successfully enter comments.  Most participants reported positive experiences using the 

software.  The two who did not participate reported being too busy with other responsibilities 

during the review period.  

An analysis of the review discussion showed a large number of comments, 12 in 

total, were outwardly positive, containing phrases such as “I especially liked…” Only two 

comments were negative and the remaining 10 were neutral.  There were 12 comments that 

mentioned revisions.  Of these, three pointed out instances where the module stated incorrect 

or outdated information, while the other revisions were suggestive rather than corrective in 

nature.  There were six comments that included factual information related to the topic based 

on the reviewer’s knowledge.  These included references to published material and general 

facts stated by the reviewer.   While most comments were related to geoscience, there were 

two that made specific pedagogical suggestions about how the module might be applied in 

practice, i.e. “This could be used by students to…”  

Most comments were atomic, meaning they simply made a statement without 

replying to or referencing other’s comments, however four of the comments were interactive 

in nature.  Of these, three referred to other’s comments in a continued dialog, such as “I 

agree with that and I have also found…” The other was a direct reply to a comment made by 

another reviewer.  Interestingly, one reviewer made three comments posing questions about 

the module asking how specific information might be presented differently.  These questions 

were not addressed to anyone directly, however, by implication the intended audience 
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appeared to be the authors.  There were no responses made to these queries by the authors or 

any of the other participants and this may have been due to the fact that they were entered in 

the system near the end of the review period.   Also of note, with the exception of one of the 

editors, all participants entered their comments on a single day.  Two of the reviewers were 

entering comments at approximately the same time and during this period one reviewer 

entered a response to one of the other’s comments.  

Following the review I conducted interviews with five of the eight participants to get 

additional information about their experience with D3D and the collaborative review 

process.  Interviews were conducted with the two reviewers who entered comments, the two 

editors, and one of the authors.  The interviews were conducted over the phone and lasted 

approximately 45 minutes and responses were recorded on paper.  Appendix A on page 52 

contains full transcriptions from these interviews.  

The interviews showed there was a positive perception of the collaborative 

partnership review process and that this process was seen as providing a separate service 

from traditional peer review.  One reviewer commented that the interactive environment 

“made it easier and more enjoyable to review.” He felt it was beneficial to be able to see the 

commentary of others.  He felt one reason why more interactions didn’t take place is because 

the scholarly culture generally supports people waiting until the last minute to submit 

comments.  A common perception was that the partnership review model was more informal 

than traditional approaches.  One reviewer noted that traditional reviews require one to be 

more methodical and thorough whereas the partnership review allows one to make shorter, 

more pointed comments with the expectation that others will respond.  He saw the 

partnership review as an opportunity for individuals to bring their particular expertise to the 

table, relieving any one reviewer of the responsibility of having to make a comprehensive 

review, and allowing a forum for the authors to respond. One reviewer noted that the 
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partnership review represented “a cultural transition as much as a review process.”  He said 

“part of the cultural heritage of peer review has been anonymous,” suggesting that traditional 

review provides an atmosphere where reviewers can be more critical.  He felt that 

collaborative review might be used in addition to rather than in place of traditional methods.   

When asked if they felt more inclined to provide positive versus negative 

commentary in the partnership review model, three of the four reviewers interviewed 

responded that they were inclined to be more positive or “more polite.”   One said, you “have 

to be more mindful of how you word things.” Two reviewers pointed out, however, that they 

felt the validity and integrity of the review was maintained.  “Reviewers want the quality to 

be high and I don’t think that would be hindered here,” one said.  On the flip side, one 

reviewer felt that he would be inclined to provide more negative or as he qualified it, “picky” 

comments because he felt the authors could explain what they did and why, therefore adding 

to and clarifying their original argument.   

One goal of the partnership review model is to help foster relatively frequent and 

rich interactive dialog where participants are acting cooperatively in the review process.  In 

the Ice Age module trial most of the dialog took place atomically, however some degree of 

interaction did take place.  This showed a degree of awareness of other’s contributions 

during the review.  From the interviews it was clear that participants were able to clearly 

identify who was making comments and access the history of dialog in the review area.  

Thus, the D3E environment seemed to be effective in meeting Axelrod’s first two conditions 

for cooperation – that others identity and past contributions are visible.  In addition, each 

participant had an e-mail copy of each comment sent directly to him or her.  Because this 

was the first review conducted by JESSE, there was no other history of past contributions in 

this context so participant’s exposures to others direct contributions were therefore limited. 
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This will be a continuing problem until JESSE’s corpus begins to grow.  However, many of 

the reviewers knew each other and were familiar with one another’s work.  

The challenge for JESSE and other emerging journals, whether traditional or 

electronic, appears to be in gaining the interest, commitment and continued participation of 

the larger scholarly community [41].  Without commitment it is unlikely that those involved 

in the review will see an opportunity to interact in the future, at least not within the same 

context.  Axelrod’s last condition for the formation of cooperative behavior is therefore not 

met, making the emergence of social capital difficult. This problem may be somewhat of a 

conundrum because in some respects there must be a critical mass of commitment before the 

larger community shows interest but without that interest, finding people willing to commit 

may be difficult.  This can be partially overcome through strong leadership initiative, the 

statement of clear goals, and the participation of key people during the formative stages of 

the journal [16, 19, 41].  In addition, effort should be made to make the activities in and 

around the journal as visible as possible through e-mail, web postings, print and face-to-face 

community announcements so that others will be aware of ongoing contributions being 

made. 
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Chapter 3: Preparing Multimedia Educational Objects for Review 

  

In order to facilitate their review effort, I worked with JESSE’s editors and IT staff 

to set up the D3E publishing system and prepare the first educational objects for peer review.  

I used this opportunity to conduct software usability inspections and gather information 

about the workflow surrounding its use.   In the remainder of this chapter I provide an 

overview of the D3E system and software and discuss issues related to the preparation of 

objects for review in the D3E environment.  In Chapter 4 I describe in detail the D3E toolkit 

software used to prepare and publish objects in the environment and discuss a task-centered 

analysis and redesign I performed on this toolkit. 

In order to enable the first review for JESSE, many steps had to be taken to set up 

and configure the D3E software and prepare objects for review in its CMC environment.  

The editors of JESSE were particularly interested in testing a CMC peer review environment 

that was able to accommodate various forms of multimedia-rich as well as purely text-based 

documents. Several factors made the D3E publishing system attractive.  D3E is an open 

source joint project of the Open University and the University of Colorado at Boulder and 

was specifically designed for facilitating review and other forms of collaboration and 

discourse around HTML documents [8, 37]. Because D3E is HTML-based, any multimedia 

technologies available through web browsers is supported.  D3E has been used successfully 

for peer review by JIME since its inception in 1996 and has supported document-centered 

discussion and collaboration in several other settings as well. For these reasons, the JESSE 

editors chose to conduct their initial reviews and pilot study using D3E.   
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D3E System Software Components 

D3E splits a single HTML document into sections and creates an anchor in each 

section that provides access to its discussion area.  The splitting of files is done using a 

client-side Java application - the D3E toolkit, which is discussed in detail in Chapter 4.  The 

splitting process happens once and the resulting static files are stored on a web server such as 

Apache where they are delivered to the collaborator’s web browser.   The perl CGI-based 

open source HyperNews threaded discussion package [http://www.hypernews.org/] stores, 

manages and delivers dynamic user commentary to the browser in the form of asynchronous 

discussion threads.  Together these three pieces of software – the D3E toolkit, the web server 

and the HyperNews threaded discussion package – make up the D3E publishing system. 

 

User Roles in the D3E Publishing System 

Before collaboration can take place in D3E, a number of steps must be taken to set 

up and configure the software and prepare a document for publication. The web server must 

be installed and configured if one is not already available, HyperNews must be downloaded, 

installed and configured with the server and the document itself must be prepared by the 

editor using the D3E toolkit and placed on the server.  Previous studies of D3E [8, 36-38] 

provided extensive design, usability and social analyses of the CMC environment and the 

D3E toolkit.  To build on this research, I provide here a system and software analysis with 

the goal of simplifying the editor’s interaction with the toolkit and the D3E system.  When 

considering the overall tasks necessary to prepare and publish using D3E, I have broken 

down the areas of system interaction into four logical user roles: the system administrator, 

the web designer, the editor and the collaborator. Table 2 outlines this four-role publishing 

model and shows the general tasks associated with each of these roles and the software with 

which each person would interact. 
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Table 2 – Four Role Publishing Model 

System Administrator 
• Install and configure HyperNews and the web server 
• Create user accounts on the server for each editor to enable them to upload D3E files 
• Enter preferences into the D3E toolkit GUI before use by the editors by creating a site-

specific configuration profile that includes server information such as URL’s to shared 
resources and directory paths that are needed by the toolkit when generating it’s output 

Web Site Designer 
• Design and create the look-and-feel of the D3E web pages in which the documents are 

displayed 
• Edit and modify the HTML templates used by the D3E toolkit that control the look-

and-feel of each generated document 
• If necessary, modify the GUI configuration files to add or delete user input widgets 

available to the editor, thus controlling which parameters get included in the output  
• Install the templates in the site-specific configuration area in the D3E toolkit before 

the toolkit is used by the editors 
Editor 

• Obtain a single HTML document for publishing from the author or transform the 
document to HTML if necessary 

• Insert heading tags using an HTML editor at each section in the document where a 
discussion anchor and/or page split will occur 

• Verify that the references and other formatting in the document’s HTML is correct 
• Process the HTML document using the D3E toolkit to generate the D3E HTML and 

HyperNews files used to display the discussion threads 
• Upload the generated HTML files and HyperNews files to the server using an FTP or 

SSH client, or copy them to the proper directories on the server if these directories are 
mounted on the editor’s workstation  

Collaborator 
• Read the document and discussion threads via a web browser 
• Create a user profile seen by others to identify you with  
• Collaborate and interact asynchronously with others by entering commentary about the 

document and responding to other’s comments via HTML forms in the browser 
  

In this model, both the editor and the collaborator are in a sense an end user.  The 

collaborator is an end user because he or she doesn’t care how the underlying software 

delivers it’s content to the web browser. He or she simply wants to read the document and 

related comments and interact with the other collaborators by adding or responding to the 

discussion.  To them the underlying software is completely transparent.  Similarly, the 

editor’s main concern is simply to prepare and publish individual documents for viewing and 

collaboration.  He or she does not want know about or maintain the underlying system but 
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rather wants to be able to publish each new document with as little effort as possible.   The 

D3E toolkit is the tool the editor uses to facilitate the publishing of each document.  In this 

model the system administrator and web designer handle the entire system configuration and 

deliver the D3E toolkit to the editor with the configurations in place.  Because the technical 

settings have been pre-configured, the editor then can begin work and focus purely on the 

content and structure of the documents needing to be published.  This model therefore 

simplifies the publishing process for the editor by incorporating a two-stage service 

approach: the administrator and web designers service the editor by configuring the system 

and toolkit; the editor services the collaborators by preparing and uploading the documents 

and facilitating discussion.  

 

Object Types  

The educational resources that JESSE intends to review are diverse in nature and 

provide a good example of the kinds of multimedia-rich and hypermedia-rich objects 

common in many educational settings.  Such objects include lesson plans, courses, curricula, 

course modules or units, maps, problem sets, and instructor’s guides.  They may be as simple 

as a single document containing text only to an entire hierarchical or cross-linked web site 

filled with images, animations and interactive presentations.  They may include things like 

Java applets, JavaScript, QuickTime movies, QuickTime interactive virtual reality (VR) 

environments, Macromedia presentations and other media formats.  Many resources may be 

provided by the author in HTML format, however many may be in other formats like Word, 

PowerPoint, RTF, PDF, Java applications, stand-alone QuickTime and Macromedia and 

printed material.  Because the D3E Toolkit accepts only a single HTML document as it’s 

input, all objects must be pre-converted into HTML before processing.  If the object contains 

multiple HTML files they must first be concatenated before processing.  In some cases the 
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object may be in a format that is not easily converted or embedded into HTML without 

special software, equipment or training.  Such formats include things like printed material, 

videotape, audiotape, DVD, any software written to run in a native non-browser 

environment, and physical objects such as an educational board game.  When objects cannot 

be directly converted it may be necessary to represent them using written descriptions, 

photos, diagrams or other  devices that can be rendered in HTML.  While the previous D3E 

toolkit only accepts a single HTML file as input, other file formats could be supported in 

future toolkit revisions.  The Ice Age and Geodynamics modules are two case studies that 

illustrate many of the issues an editor may face in preparing complex multimedia-rich and 

hyperlink-rich objects for review in the D3E review environment.  

 

Case Studies: The Ice Age and Geodynamics Modules 

 The goal of the four-role publishing model is to remove many or all of the technical 

details from the editor’s interaction with D3E.  As is the case with many software systems of 

this complexity, some technical knowledge is unavoidable and this is especially true when 

you consider the diversity of the object types mentioned above.  In order to explore usability 

issues faced by the editor surrounding the preparation of educational objects for peer review 

using D3E, I prepared two course modules that were submitted to JESSE: the Ice Age and 

Geodynamics Modules. Both of these modules were similar and included imbedded 

QuickTime VR and video animations and JavaScript used to control navigation, workflow 

and pop-up windows.  The animations varied in size from approximately 250 KB to 12 MB.  

The original modules were provided on cross-platform compatible CD, which was able to 

store and deliver the larger animations easily.  I worked directly from this CD, taking the 

HTML and QuickTime files and editing them for the D3E environment. 
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Both the Ice Age and Geodynamics modules were designed with a rich navigational 

user interface.  In preparing these resources for display in D3E, the first issue to be 

determined was whether to try to preserve the original navigational features or to convert the 

modules to use the navigational features native to D3E.  As we have seen, D3E provides 

links to all pages throughout the resource or document and places anchors within these pages 

that provide direct access to the relevant review discussion for those pages.  In D3E, the 

primary navigational features include the vertical table of contents index frame  

Figure 2 - Original Ice Age Module Object 

along the left (Figure 1 on page 15, number 3), the forward and back serial navigation 

buttons located at the bottom of each section in the document (Figure 1, number 4) and the 

anchors that link to the review discussion area (Figure 1, number 5).  Similar to D3E, the Ice 
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Age and Geodynamics modules were designed using HTML frames and had both an indexed 

as well as serial interface.  Their primary navigational UI was located in a horizontal frame 

along the bottom of the browser window and included a drop down menu, providing an index 

to any page throughout the module, and “Previous” and “Next” buttons that enabled serial 

navigation as shown in Figure 2.  I discussed with the editors of JESSE the possibility of 

preserving the native navigational UI of the modules, adding only the anchors that link to the 

review discussion features of D3E.  I also determined that converting the modules to use the 

standard D3E navigational features alone could be done and still preserve the basic workflow 

design in the modules.  The editors at JESSE decided to take this second approach for these 

first two objects.  The advantage to this approach was that it was seen to provide a standard, 

unified navigational structure across JESSE’s collection as the collection grew.  In this way 

frequent visitors and review participants for JESSE could benefit from a familiar, 

standardized navigational UI for all objects.  

Because the D3E toolkit takes a single HTML file as its input it was necessary to 

concatenate each of the individual files found in the module into one input file before 

processing.  The modules used JavaScript extensively to control pop-up windows to display 

QuickTime animations, HTML pages and sequences of HTML pages.  In the original 

modules, the function definitions for the JavaScript were provided inside the header at the 

top of each HTML page.  Thus, these individual JavaScript definitions had to be 

concatenated or preserved in some way so that they too could be used after conversion to the 

D3E environment. To solve this problem, I determined the definitions would best be 

concatenated and placed in a separate JavaScript file that then would be referenced from the 

header in the HTML pages created by D3E.  Because identical function names were used 

across the pages throughout the module, I generated unique function names for each 

duplicate by adding a sequential number to the end.  This required changing the function 
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names both inside the JavaScript definition and inside the HTML where they were 

referenced.   At the conclusion of this process each of the multiple files in the module had 

been concatenated into one single HTML file and their corresponding JavaScript function 

definitions were placed into a separate JavaScript file.  The HTML file was then ready to be 

processed by the D3E toolkit, creating the D3E HTML and HyperNews files for the object 

and these files then uploaded to the server.  The task of preparing these to modules in this 

way was labor intensive.  I spent approximately 2 hours determining the best approach to 

take for conversion, 5 hours concatenating and preparing the Ice Age module and 

approximately 8 hours on the longer Geodynamics module.   

In summary, the steps taken to prepare the modules for the D3E review environment 

included the following: 

• First – I concatenated the separate HTML pages in the module into one 

single HTML file to be used as input into the D3E toolkit.  

• Second – I placed heading tags around each of the original page titles.  This 

designated for the D3E toolkit where the files would be split into separate 

sections and where anchors to review discussions would be placed. 

• Third – I created a single JavaScript file that included all the function 

definitions that were originally spread across each individual page.  I 

modified the D3E toolkit templates so that this JavaScript file would be 

referenced by each of the resulting D3E pages, making the functions 

available from the D3E environment. 

• Fourth – I processed the input file using the D3E toolkit and uploaded the 

resulting files to the server.  

The steps taken to prepare the Ice Age and Geodynamics modules are one example 

of the kind of tasks necessary for an editor to prepare complex multimedia-rich and 
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hyperlink-rich objects for review using D3E.  Chapter 4 details the editor’s interaction with 

the D3E toolkit, providing a task-centered analysis and redesign of the toolkit UI.  Because 

the modules were quite long in length, the amount of work required to transform them in this 

way was extensive.  Knowledge of JavaScript as well as the parsing processes of the D3E 

toolkit was essential in this process.  To serve the goal of removing technical requirements 

from the editor, automated handling of JavaScript should be incorporated into the D3E 

toolkit.   The toolkit should also ideally be able to accommodate objects that contain multiple 

files, thus removing the requirement to concatenate separate files before processing.   These 

and other usability issues are discussed in Chapter 4.   

Object Preservation versus Object Adaptation  

 The process of preparing the Ice Age and Geodynamics modules for review 

highlighted the issue of object preservation versus adaptation for the review environment.  

On the one hand, leaving HTML objects such as these unchanged gives the most accurate 

representation.  In such a case, reviewers and visitors to the journal would see the original 

object as the authors intended it.  On the other hand, adapting the objects into the review 

environment and thus supplying the user with the standard navigational UI of that 

environment makes the journal more user-friendly and accessible across large collections.  

One can approach this problem using a spectrum of solutions from full object preservation to 

full object adaptation.  On the preservation extreme a simple solution might be to provide a 

link from the review environment to a reference of the original unchanged HTML object.  

Using D3E as an example, a middle ground approach would be to start with the original 

object, leave its navigational UI and other features unchanged and then simply insert 

discussion anchors throughout the object linking to a review discussion area.  In this 

approach, the D3E review discussion frame (Figure 1, number 3) could be placed in a 
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separate overlapping window or in a separate frame next to the object.  Still another 

approach would be to take the object and place it directly inside the content frame in D3E 

(Figure 1, number 2), wrapping D3E’s navigational framework around the object.  Doing so 

in the case of the Ice Age and Geodynamics modules, however, would place one navigational 

UI inside another, using a large amount of screen space, introducing redundant navigational 

features and creating unnecessary complexity.   

At the other end of the spectrum, full adaptation was represented by the approach we 

took with the Ice Age and Geodynamics Modules.  In this approach, the native navigational 

UI of the objects were removed and navigation was provided through the standard D3E 

interface only.  A representation of the original UI features of the modules was provided for 

reference and was accessible from within D3E.  This representation included screen shots of 

the original, a written description and a non-working copy of the module’s navigational drop 

menu.  In addition, each of the reviewers was provided a reference copy of the original CD.  

Using D3E as an example of the spectrum of choices for object preservation versus 

adaptation, Table 3 highlights the advantages and disadvantages of these different 

approaches.  
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Table 3 – Representing HTML Objects in the Review Environment 

Navigation Advantages/Disadvantages 
The object’s navigational UI used 
exclusively 

Advantages: Preserves the original design of 
the object 
Disadvantages: Journal users must learn new 
navigational layout for each object in the 
collection 

The D3E navigational UI used along 
with the object’s 

Advantages: Preserves the original design of 
the object and provides a standard navigational 
structure across the collection 
Disadvantages: Use of duplicate navigational 
features may crowd screen space and add 
unnecessary complexity to users 

The D3E navigational UI used 
exclusively 

Advantages: Provides a standard, unified 
navigational structure across the collection 
Disadvantages: The object’s original design is 
not preserved 

 

 In general, deciding the best approach to take should be determined by how difficult 

it is to prepare the object for the review environment and how well the object matches the 

environment in the first place.  If an object requires so much manipulation to fit into the 

review environment that it looses its central characteristics, it would be best to preserve the 

object in some way.  Either adapting the review environment to fit around the object or by 

presenting a representation of the object in the native review environment and providing a 

reference to the original could do this.   

In most cases adapting the review environment around the object would be 

impractical for two reasons: first, it would require adapting the environment to an infinite 

number of possible object configurations and technologies, making the preparation process 

difficult to automate and labor intensive.  Second, users would have to familiarize 

themselves with a new environment configuration for each object, making navigation across 

a collection less user-friendly.  Leaving the environment alone and adapting or representing 

the object instead may therefore be the best choice in most cases.   
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The experience with the Ice Age module showed that it was possible to adapt a 

resource for the D3E environment, although labor intensive.  A journal or publisher might 

provide authors with clear guidelines to aid them in submitting their objects in a compatible 

format.  As this analysis showed, the D3E toolkit would benefit the editors and authors alike 

if it were capable of handing JavaScript and multi-file objects in an automated fashion, 

formats that are likely to be relatively common for JESSE. 
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Chapter 4: D3E Publisher's Toolkit 

  

As we have seen, the task of preparing documents and objects for use in the D3E 

environment is done using the D3E publisher’s toolkit.  Previous usability inspections 

performed on the toolkit as well as my own analyses showed some areas for usability 

improvement.  This chapter describes the task-centered design and re-implementation I 

performed of the D3E publisher’s toolkit and result of user testing conducted using the 

redesigned toolkit prototype.     

 

Toolkit Redesign 

 I undertook a re-implementation of the toolkit with the goal of increasing the editor’s 

productivity and reducing their need for technical experience, thus making the toolkit 

available to a wider audience.   Through task-centered design analyses, I determined that this 

could be accomplished by incorporating into the toolkit standard UI conventions like those 

found in common software such as Microsoft Word or Macromedia’s Dreamweaver, by 

increasing the toolkit’s functionality and by creating an integrated help system. A previous 

usability analysis done by Depaula suggested that a wizard-like UI for the toolkit could 

provide assistance to the editor while using the toolkit [9]. Starting from Depaula’s analysis 

and my own experience configuring and using the system for JESSE, I began by identifying 

the general tasks performed by the editor as outlined in the four-role publishing model shown 

in Table 2.  From there I created a list of specific tasks, shown below in Table 4.  Using these 

tasks, I conducted cognitive walkthroughs and heuristic evaluations on the previous toolkit’s 

UI.  I then constructed my own paper and Java-based UI mock-ups and iteratively performed 

cognitive walkthroughs and heuristic evaluations.  Using these mock-ups I implemented a 
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working prototype of the toolkit and conducted two-stages of task-centered usability tests 

with a total of five users.  Stage one was conducted with two users, modifications were made 

and then I performed final usability tests with three additional users.  The specific tasks 

listed in Table 4 were used during these tests.  This task-centered design process, my 

findings and recommendations are detailed in the following sections. 

Table 4 – Editor’s User Tasks 

• You are an editor using the D3E toolkit for the first time.  You have just installed it 
on your computer and have started the application. You decide to read the help files to 
help you learn how to use the toolkit.  
 
• You are an editor for a publication that uses D3E. You have just downloaded and 

installed the new D3E Toolkit on your computer and you would like to try processing an 
article to see how it works. You read in the Toolkit documentation that there is a 
demonstration article called "bryce.html" so you decide to start by processing this 
article.  
 
• In addition to the debate topics for each article your publication has four standard 

debate topics that are common among all articles. You enter these topics into the toolkit 
and save them so you can use them in the articles you will be processing.  
 
• You have an article you want to prepare for publication.  There are three reviewers, 

one author and one editor for this article.  You enter in their names and e-mail addresses 
into the toolkit. 
 
• You have a specific article you would like to publish named iceagemodule.html. 

You enter in the necessary information for this article into the toolkit and then process 
the files. You then upload the processed files to your web site.  
 
• As a principle editor, you have a list of articles you would like to post on your 

publication's web site and make them available for viewing and adding comments. To 
prepare for this, you had earlier jotted down the site information for your publication 
(provide card or let them get it from previous D3E settings). You enter this information 
into the toolkit and save it so you can use it with your articles.  

 

Editor’s Workflow 

The original toolkit (v 3.9.1) takes as input a single HTML document and it splits 

this document into sections and outputs multiple static HTML files that are displayed in a 

frames-based web page (Figure 1).  It also outputs the necessary files used by HyperNews to 
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dynamically maintain the discussion threads for the document and these are displayed in a 

frame alongside the static HTML (Figure 1, number 3 shows the discussion threads).  The 

toolkit parses the single HTML document looking for heading tags (<h1>, <h2>, etc.).  Each 

heading will become a separate section in the transformed document and will have it’s own 

entry in the table of contents (Figure 1, number 1) and it’s own discussion thread.  The editor 

determines where to split the document by placing heading tags in the desired locations 

throughout the original HTML document.  For example if the editor places the following 

string in the original HTML document, “<h1>Chapter One</h1>” there will be a separate 

HTML page beginning with “Chapter One” in the generated output along with an entry in the 

table of contents and a discussion thread titled “Chapter One.”  The page will include all the 

text and HTML beginning at this heading tag up to the next heading tag.  In addition, the 

toolkit scans for references sited throughout the document, generating a cross-linked 

reference page that gets displayed in a frame at the bottom of the output.  References must 

conform to a standard author-year format such as “(Jones 1968)” or numeric format such as 

“[12].” When a reference is found the toolkit scans the reference section of the original 

document for matches and adds it to the new cross-linked reference page.   

Thus, the basic procedures in the original toolkit to prepare an article or resource for 

display in D3E is as follows: start with a single HTML document.  Use a text or HTML 

editor to insert heading tags in the desired locations throughout the file and to verify the 

correct formatting for the references in the document.  Enter the parameters into the toolkit 

and process the file to split the document and generate the necessary HTML and HyperNews 

files.  Preview the output in a web browser and if necessary repeat the previous steps to 

correct any errors.  Finally, upload the HTML and HyperNews files into their respective 

directories on the server using an FTP or SSH client. 
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Task-Centered Analysis 

My experience preparing and publishing the Ice Age and Geodynamics modules 

using the previous toolkit provided an excellent window into usability issues faced by a 

typical editor.  In the process I performed each of the editor user tasks (Table 4) multiple 

times.  By performing these tasks it became clear exactly what was necessary to publish a 

document using the original toolkit, what areas in the UI worked well and what areas needed 

improvement. From this experience and my task-centered cognitive and heuristic usability 

analysis, I broke down the editor role into two groups: the novice who is using the toolkit for 

the first time and the seasoned user who has had quite a bit of experience using the toolkit. 

As is the case with many GUIs, I found that novice users clearly benefit most from 

intuitive cues that provide feedback and guidance and interface features that are consistent 

with conventions found in other GUIs.  The original toolkit provided very little user feedback 

and did not conform to many standard GUI conventions.  For example, after entering 

parameters into the GUI’s text fields there was no menu item or button to allow the user to 

“Save” the settings entered.  Entries were saved by default, however no feedback was 

provided to the user indicating this.  To select the file for input and the directory for the 

generated output files the user was required to type the paths into multiple text fields rather 

than being provided a file browser typical to most GUIs.  The labels for each entry item often 

did not clearly indicate what was meant for proper input, and no error checking was done to 

verify correctness.  If the input was incorrect often the only feedback provided was in the 

form of incorrect output, and this itself was often difficult to determine.  For example, if 

multiple reviewers were entered but commas did not delimit their names and e-mail 

addresses, the generated output would be broken or simply omitted without any error 

message.  The task of publishing itself is complex, requiring server-specific information to 

be entered at various places in the GUI.  Input fields did not have clear labels and no detailed 
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instructions or help was provided in the GUI, making it difficult for novices to guess what 

was required, forcing them to consult a printed manual for this information.  

Seasoned users on the other hand become more concerned with efficiency.  They are 

likely to perform the same tasks repeatedly - selecting a document for publication, entering 

variables into the toolkit such as the names of the authors, editor, and reviewers, etc.  For 

these users, having frequently reused data saved for them such as the names of editors, 

reviewers and authors can save time and provide a built-in mechanism for error checking.  

This sort of “address book” functionality was not present in the original toolkit.  In addition 

the user was required to use a special directory for input and output files, rather than being 

able to choose them arbitrarily.  While having standard input and output directories 

simplifies the logic, it does not allow flexibility for different work styles.  For users with web 

server directory access this also meant that they were not able to have the output saved 

directly into the server’s HTML and HyperNews directories.  Instead they were forced to 

generate the files locally into the toolkit’s standard directory and then take the extra step to 

manually copy or move the files to the appropriate locations on the server. 

All users benefit from a tightly integrated software tool that handles all the required 

tasks for a given function.  This removes the need to toggle back and forth between tools and 

provides a single interface for user interaction.  Four tools were needed with the original 

toolkit in order to perform the editor’s publishing tasks.  These included a text or HTML 

editor to modify the input file, a web browser to view the output, an FTP or SSH client to 

upload the files to the server and the toolkit itself.  It was clear that integrating some or all of 

the functions provided by other tools into the toolkit would increase productivity and 

simplify the editor’s tasks. 

As mentioned earlier, the goal of the four-role publishing model (Table 2) was to 

remove the requirement for technical knowledge on the part of the editor by creating a two-
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tier service approach.  The three publishing-related roles in this model (system administrator, 

web site designer and editor) each interacts in different ways with the original toolkit (v 

3.9.1).  These areas of interaction are mostly segregated to different areas in the previous UI, 

but not completely. Interaction occurs in the following ways: the system administrator enters 

web site specific preferences into the toolkit under the “publication” and “article” tabs in the 

GUI.  The web site designer modifies the HTML templates that came with the toolkit to 

create a custom look-and-feel of the output.  If necessary, the web site designer also modifies 

the GUI configuration files to add or delete user input widgets available to the editor in the 

toolkit, thus controlling which parameters get included in the output.  The editor enters 

document-specific information into the toolkit under the “article” and “publication” tabs in 

the GUI, then processes the document and uploads the generated files to the server using an 

FTP or SSH client.  As this analysis shows, both the system administrator and the editor must 

interact with the “publication” area of the GUI.  This is both confusing to the editor and it 

exposes him or her to other parameters that they do not need to know about.  With the goal of 

simplifying the editor’s interaction with the toolkit, it was clear that this needed to be 

addressed in a new toolkit design in order to conform to the four role, two-tier service model.   

One priority therefore was to segregate the UI into clearly separate areas for each 

role.  Moving the functionality to different parts of the UI for each user would require only 

minor changes from the original toolkit, as shown below in Table 5.  The table shows which 

area of the UI each role interacts.  In the original toolkit there is overlap between the system 

administrator and editor’s roles, in the new prototype toolkit I implemented to test the design, 

each role has it’s own segregated area in the UI. 
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Table 5 – Areas of Toolkit UI Interaction by Role 

 Original Toolkit Prototype Toolkit 
System 
Administrator: 

• Publication tab 
• Article tab 

• Publication panel 

Web site 
designer: 

• HTML templates 
• GUI configuration files 

• HTML templates 
• GUI configuration files 

Editor: • Publication tab 
• Article tab 

• Article panel 

 

Toolkit Prototype 

 The toolkit prototype was implemented to address the design and workflow issues 

that were revealed during the task-centered usability inspections.  This prototype was then 

tested with five users to assess its usability and help determine areas for future development.  

The prototype went through two major iterations, with assessments performed at each stage.  

At the conclusion of this development process the toolkit prototype was ready for a 

production release with few modifications.  The design considerations used in the prototype 

development process, details of its software architecture and future software development 

recommendations resulting from the user tests are described below.   

Design Considerations 

In a general sense, the original toolkit handled all the necessary functionality for 

publishing and therefore it did not need major restructuring.  Based on my task-centered 

analysis and DePaula's findings I determined the following areas to be the most important in 

the redesign phase:  

• First, provide an address-book style interface for saving and retrieving the names and 

addresses of the editors, reviewers and authors.   

• Second, provide an integrated help system with topic information accessible from each 

data entry widget in the GUI as well as available globally from a drop-down menu.   
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• Third, add conventional shortcut and feedback mechanisms that were not present in 

the previous toolkit such as "save," “open” and “new.” Fourth, integrate into the 

toolkit an HTML viewer that allows previewing of the original document being 

processed as well as the final output.   

• Finally, segregate the UI into clearly separate areas for each role.   

 

Prototype Design 

Table 6 shows the design goals identified from my task-centered analysis and the 

corresponding design elements I chose to include and evaluate in the toolkit prototype I 

implemented.  Refer to Figure 3 for an illustration of the GUI elements seen in the prototype. 

Table 6 – Design Goals Incorporated Into the Prototype 

Design Goal  Design Elements in the Prototype 
Labeled in  
Figure 3 

as: 
Efficiency shortcuts for 
repeated tasks ⇒⇒⇒⇒ Address book for reviewers, authors and 

editors 5 

Help for complex tasks 
requiring technical 
information 

⇒⇒⇒⇒ Integrated help system 6 

Conform to standard GUI 
conventions ⇒⇒⇒⇒

Conventional GUI conventions such as 
"save," “open” and “new.” Feedback provided 
through the GUI for actions taken 

1,3 

Integration of software 
tools ⇒⇒⇒⇒ HTML viewer to preview input document and 

generated output 1,3,4 

Role based UI ⇒⇒⇒⇒ Segregated UI into clearly separate areas for 
each role 4 

 

I engineered the prototype specifically to incorporate and test the design goals shown 

in Table 6 resulting from my task-centered analysis.  The prototype went through two 

development iterations.  Prototype revision one was implemented and then tested with two 

users.  Modifications were made to produce revision two, which was then tested with an 

additional three users.   The details of these task-centered user tests are outlined below.  I 
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describe now the elements found in revision two of the prototype and the underlying 

software architecture of the toolkit.  

 

Figure 3 – Toolkit Prototype GUI 

 

Figure 3 shows the primary screen in the prototype GUI.  In this design, widgets for 

performing the editor’s tasks are made most prominent.  Item 4 in the figure is the Articles 

panel that controls the inputs necessary to configure and generate an individual document. 

This panel is visible at all times.  Common tasks such as opening a saved articles settings, 

deleting and creating new settings follow standard convention and are found under the “File” 
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menu (item 1).  To aid in technically complex tasks, help buttons are available next to each 

widget in the panel (item 6).  Clicking a help button brings up specific information and 

examples for input related to the entry.  Item 5 shows the authors, editors and reviewers entry 

boxes.  Clicking “Add” brings up a persistent address book that allows the editor to save and 

retrieve these contacts, reducing the need for repeated data entry over time and providing 

built-in error checking.  Item 3 shows the output preview buttons and the document 

processing button, “Go.”  Each of these buttons as well as the “Save” button provides 

feedback to the user by becoming enabled when they are ready for use.  An integrated HTML 

viewer is accessed via the “Full Article,” “Discussion Header” and “View Input File” 

buttons, eliminating the need to use a secondary tool to preview the document and it’s 

corresponding output.  The “Input File” and “Output Folder” are selected using a standard 

file chooser interface, replacing the simple text entry interface in the previous toolkit.   

The prototype toolkit clearly segregates each user role into separate UI areas.  Item 4 

in Figure 3, the Articles panel, allows input for the editor.  The “Publication” menu seen at 

item 1 provides access to the system administrator’s preference panel.  The web site designer 

modifies a set of templates and GUI configuration files that are in the “custom-templates” 

folder at the same directory level as the toolkit executable.  In this way, all tasks that are not 

related to preparing documents are moved away from the editor, simplifying their task.    

Prototype Software Architecture 

The prototype was developed with the intention that it would lead to a robust release 

of the D3E open source project, suitable for distribution as version 4.1.1.  For cross-platform 

compatibility, the original toolkit as well as my prototype is written in Java.  Because the 

parsing and file generation classes in the original toolkit had been tested and shown to 

provide good output, I included these classes in the prototype with little modification.  This 
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allowed development and testing efforts to focus primarily on an improved and updated GUI.   

The previous toolkit’s GUI was written using the Java Abstract Windowing Toolkit (AWT).  

While the AWT is compatible with the greatest number of computers today, it does not 

provide the advanced, polished GUI features provided by the Swing package in the Java 

Foundation Classes (JFC).  A major advantage to Swing is that it provides advanced GUI 

features in the native look-and-feel of the user’s platform.  Unlike the AWT, Swing’s well-

developed object oriented design also allows for easily extensible, modifiable and 

maintainable code [14, 39].  For these reasons Swing was chosen to rewrite the GUI, which 

is fully compatible on computers equipped with the latest release of Java (v 1.3) available for 

Windows, UNIX and Mac OS X. 

The GUI related classes in the previous toolkit were not clearly segregated from the 

application logic and parsing classes.  To make this distinction clear, I created two separate 

Java packages – one for the GUI and one for all other classes.  Because D3E is a joint project 

between the Open University’s Knowledge Media Institute (KMI) and the University of 

Colorado (CU), the normal package naming conventions based on domain name was not 

used.  Instead I created a package directory structure based on the mnemonic “DTK” for 

“D3E ToolKit.”  Thus the GUI related classes in the prototype are in dtk.gui and the 

application logic and parsing classes are in dtk.core.  This package structure makes future 

development easier by identifying the classes by their function, making parallel development 

efforts between KMI and CU more efficient.    

Think-Aloud Usability Tests 

In order to aid the development process and provide usability data on the toolkit, I 

conducted two stages of testing with a total of five users.  These usability tests followed the 

task-centered Think-Aloud method outlined by Lewis and Reiman [21].  The purpose of 
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these usability tests was to verify that core user tasks could be easily performed using the 

prototype and to expose areas within the GUI that may need improvement.  The testing led to 

two different prototypes: Revision One and Revision Two.  After implementing Revision 

One I conducted usability tests with two users, both of whom had experience using the 

previous version of the toolkit.  Based on these tests I then made modifications to the GUI to 

create Revision Two, then I conducted final usability tests with an additional three previous 

toolkit users.   

The Think-Aloud method allows the user to provide insight into the UI’s usability by 

having them verbalize their thoughts and observations as they interact with the software.  I 

worked from the list of common editor’s tasks shown earlier in Table 4, having them perform 

each task one at a time.  These tasks exercised key areas used by the editor in the GUI, 

primarily centered around the Articles panel (item 4 in Figure 3).  I instructed them to simply 

“think out loud” as they went through the task and I recorded their comments on paper.  I did 

not provide hints or help as they went along.  Prior to beginning I made sure that both Java 

and the prototype were properly installed on the user’s machine.  Each test was conducted on 

the user’s own computer in their usual working environment.   

As a result of the first stage of testing, it became clear that the GUI in Revision One 

could do more to hide the system administrator’s tasks from the editor.  In addition, many of 

the labels, taken verbatim in most cases from the previous toolkit, needed to be made clearer.  

In Revision Two, I moved the access to the Publications panel used by the system 

administrator off of the main GUI, making it available only from the “Publication” menu.  

Also, the Publications panel in Revision Two is viewed as a separate window rather than 

appearing on the main GUI where the Articles panel is located, as in Revision One.  Many of 

the labels were rewritten as a result of the first usability tests, the new labels in Revision 

Two being those shown in Figure 3.   
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Many of the functions and help files were non-functional in Revision One.  While 

this allowed for good usability data on the primary GUI, I wanted to be sure to include as 

much functionality in the final testing phase as possible.  For Revision Two, all the help files 

accessed by the Articles panel were available and all functions were implemented except the 

“delete” article settings function, accessed from the “File” menu.  This allowed the users to 

perform all of their tasks fully using the toolkit Prototype Two and provided usability data on 

the help files during the second round of testing. 

The usability tests showed that the toolkit revisions provided several advantages over 

the original toolkit GUI (v 3.9.1).  Users reported that the integrated help information 

available for each data entry item was invaluable.  This greatly reduced the need to reference 

the toolkit’s printed manual or their own notes.  Users were also very positive about being 

able to view the original document and preview the output. The address book feature 

followed familiar conventions and users reported liking the ability to save contacts for later 

recall.  While the file chooser UI initially provided some difficulty for users, the ability to 

interactively select the input file and output folder was much clearer than the previous text 

entry method and provided a means to choose arbitrary locations for each.  In general users 

reported feeling the redesign provided greater accessibility to non-technically oriented users 

due to the integrated help system and incorporation of familiar GUI elements such as the 

address book and the file choose UI. 

Each user was able to successfully complete each task using the prototype toolkit and 

the GUI was generally reported to be more user-friendly than the original toolkit.  There 

were, however, some areas in the GUI that proved difficult for users.  In all cases these 

difficulties were encountered the first time the user experienced the particular feature, then 

became easier the next time through.  Most of the difficulties were experienced with the file 

chooser UI and there were a few difficulties in other areas of the GUI as well.  A detailed 
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transcript and report from each user test is shown in Appendix B.  Also in this appendix, 

Table 9 on page 69 shows a detailed analysis of the prototype GUI based on the user tests 

including case-by-case recommendations detailing potential future revisions.  

 

Recommendations for Future D3E Enhancements 

 As the user tests showed, the toolkit prototype provided many advantages over the 

original toolkit interface.  With the inclusion of the delete function and completion of the 

help files, the toolkit prototype will be ready for a production release.  Looking forward 

toward the future, Table 7 shows a list of toolkit and system enhancements I recommend as 

a result of the usability analyses I performed here.  These primarily concern the toolkit itself 

but also reflect some enhancements that effect the server software as well.  

 

Table 7 – Recommended D3E Enhancements 

• Include multiple pre-defined template sets in the D3E distribution.  Templates 
should include several common layouts and designs created with core D3E users in 
mind.  Some typical users include reviewed journals, collaborative work groups and 
development teams. 

• Integrate an HTML editor into the toolkit.  A D3E-specific HTML editor should be 
integrated into the toolkit.  This editor should extend the current HTML viewer to 
allow arbitrary insertion and manipulation of anchor points (heading tags). 

• Add support for multiple-file objects and new file formats. Provide an interface for 
ingesting multiple HTML files as a single object.  Create document parsers for 
alternate file formats including Word, RTF and PDF.  

• Provide handling of JavaScript.  Add support in the toolkit for handling JavaScript 
that appears in the header of HTML input files. 

• Integrate an FTP or SSH client into the toolkit.  An integrated client should be 
included that fully automates uploading files to the appropriate directories on the 
server. 

• Provide server-side configuration hosting.  All system configuration information 
and/or template files should be stored on the server and maintained in one central 
location by the system administrator and web site designer.  SMTP, FTP or HTTP 
could be used to automatically propagate this information to the client upon startup, 
ensuring the client has the updated configurations and templates, providing accurate 
up-to-date previewing and file generation on the client machine. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusion 

  

This thesis has examined CMC used to facilitate on-line collaborative peer review of 

multimedia objects.  The partnership review model was developed as a framework to contrast 

traditional anonymous review models where communication travels through an editor.  A full 

life cycle of the publishing process was completed starting with the installation of the D3E 

publishing and CMC system on JESSE’s web server to the preparation of objects for D3E 

through a trial peer review of a multimedia geoscience educational object.  The publishing 

and review process served as a test bed for exposing usability issues around the publishing 

process as well as social and technical factors surrounding collaborative review.   

 The partnership review model offers a framework for collaborative review based on 

social capital.  The analysis showed that to foster social capital, tools for enabling 

cooperative behavior should be built into the review software.  These include the ability to 

clearly identify other participants and to gain information about participant’s contributions.  

Search and discovery tools, recommender systems and other group awareness tools can be 

used in conjunction with CMC to bring a wider context of individual’s contributions into 

view.  The peer review trial showed general support for the collaborative review process.  

Gaining the interest, commitment and continued participation of the scholarly community is 

important for fostering cooperation and social capital in the partnership review model.  Early 

leadership initiative, the clear statement of goals, and the participation of key people during 

the formative stages of a journal can increase the likelihood of these occurring over time. 

 A usability analysis was performed on the D3E publishing system and a process 

model for publishing was developed.  This four role model was designed to ease the burden 

on the editor by removing technical details from him or her during the publishing process.  

An analysis of the Ice Age and Geodynamics modules revealed many issues surrounding the 
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preparation of multimedia-rich objects for publication and review in the collaborative 

environment.  Many different technologies may be present across a collection of objects and 

object formats vary greatly.  In preparing objects for the review environment the editor must 

decide whether to preserve the object, provide a representation, or some combination.  This 

decision is based on the object type and the tools the editor has available for preparing the 

object for review.    While it is not practical to provide automated support for all object 

types, it was determined that multi-file and JavaScript-enabled HTML objects are common 

enough that support should be provided for them in future D3E toolkit implementations. 

 A task-centered usability analysis of the original D3E toolkit used by the editor to 

prepare objects was conducted.  From this analysis a new design was developed and a 

prototype toolkit was implemented.  Task-centered user tests were performed and the 

prototype was reported to be more user-friendly than the original.   

 Journals such as JESSE who are interested in exploring collaborative peer review 

using CMC will benefit from the investigations performed here.  A model for collaborative 

review is articulated, providing a framework that can be useful in many scholarly settings.  

Guidelines were established to help guide the preparation of multimedia and hyperlink-rich 

objects into D3E and other collaborative environments.  Finally, a redesigned D3E toolkit 

was implemented resulting in an improved user interface that will be incorporated into the 

D3E open source project and made available for JESSE and others.  
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Appendix A: Review Participant Interviews 
  

I interviewed each of the individuals who participated in the review of the Ice Age 

Module.  Their roles were as editors, reviews, and authors and in one case a duel role as 

editor and reviewer.  The interviews took place over the phone and lasted approximately 45 

minutes each.  I asked each participant a series of questions based on their role and took 

notes to summarize and record their responses.  The questions and full contents of the notes 

are provided below.  In some cases the notes shown for a particular question may not have 

been a direct response to that question but instead are relevant responses made at some other 

point in the interview. Exact words of participants are indicated by quotation marks. 
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Participant Interview Summaries 

Participant Interview One 
 
Participant Profile 
 
Gender: Male 
Role: Reviewer 
Profession: University professor 
Field and background: Electronic Media. 
Date of interview: 4/13/2001 
 
Computing Environment 
 
Computer type for review: Win 95 
Browser:  Netscape primarily 
Monitor size: 17". 
Work from home or office?:  Both at office and at home. 
Internet connection speed: 10 mbps Ethernet at office, 33k modem at home. 
 
 
Questions 
 
1. Have you ever used an Internet bulletin board, USENET, or newsgroup before? 
 
Some listservs. Mainly e-mail lists that he subscribes to.  D3E. 
 
2. How does JESSE's review and discussion area compare to software you have used 

before?  Was it familiar? Was it new to you? 
 
He used D3E before to discuss use cases with another group. He felt the D3E interface was 
"too busy" and that there was too much information being displayed to the user.  He was 
surprised that the D3E interface used with JESSE was essentially the same as it was in his 
previous experience. He expected that it might have been refined. "The philosophy is that the 
user should change and not the interface." Specifically, among other things he felt that the 
multi-screen layout was not intuitive in terms of where one would expect information to be 
displayed in the different windows. He also found a bug where pages would sometimes come 
up into the comments area. 
 
3. Did you mainly work from the CD or the on-line representation of the Ice Age 

Module? Describe. 
 
He worked mainly from the CD. He typed in his comments in a word processor so he could 
use the spell checker, then entered and posted them in D3E.  
 
4. How well did the on-line representation of the Ice Age Module help you locate the 

subjects you were interested in commenting on? 
 
He felt D3E was too restrictive and cumbersome.  
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5. From your involvement with JESSE and/or the correspondence you received, how 

did you view your role as a reviewer in the discussion process?   
 
The types of comments he was interested in make dealt with the pedagogy and the content of 
the resource and how well new media was being used to convey concepts.  Was the resource 
providing information that couldn't have simply been written in text? He felt the visualization 
in the Ice Age Module were very informative.  
 
He also looked at bandwidth issues and considered whether a person could reasonably access 
it at home using a dial up connection. Another consideration is whether the server would 
have the bandwidth available to be able to serve an entire classroom of users accessing the 
resource at the same time. He felt that a person accessing using a slow connection would 
need to use the CD or to pre-download the resource.  
 
6. Thinking of this interactive review process vs. traditional processes, did you find 

yourself more or less inclined to provide negative vs. positive commentary? 
 
"I limited my comments to more positive ones. I would be more cautious in this 
environment." He found himself more likely to pad his comments with a positive note. While 
he felt more cautious, he felt as though the validity of his comments was maintained. He felt 
he wouldn't be restrained to say something but it might be different how he said it.  
 
7. What are the benefits and/or drawbacks of this on-line peer review as compared to 

traditional methods you've participated in? 
 
"Conversational aspects of a less formal environment have been tried to be brought into a 
formal environment. Part of the cultural heritage of peer review has been anonymous." The 
JESSE review he see as a transition between what works in a less formal environment and 
what the formal environment is. "It's a cultural transition as much as a review process." He 
felt this kind of discourse and discussion may be more appropriate for post-review 
discussion. Allowing the public to make more comments after the review might be called an 
"extended peer review." So there might be two parts - and initial peer review and an extended 
peer review.  
 
He felt he might suppress fully disclosing impressions of a resource.  
 
This method allows potential end-users an opportunity to view the issues and concerns and 
benefits of a resource by reading the commentary.  The commentary indicates how it can be 
used and it's appropriateness for various uses.  
 
Peer review provides a means to validate a resource and provide feedback to the authors.  
 
 
 
8. Other comments 
 
The general comment headings were useful at all levels. He took these subject areas and 
posted them into his Word document, then worked from there for all his comments. He 
suggested these could be provided as a template. 
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He wished there were a mechanism such as cookies that made it possible to save his user ID 
and password in the browser so that he wouldn't have to enter them each time. This was the 
behavior he was expecting and he accidentally entered several comments that appeared as 
anonymous because he didn't put in his name.  
 
He suggested a spell checker could be built into the preview function.  
 
He felt the comment qualifications such as positive, negative etc. were of almost comic 
quality. The icons themselves were not very professional.  
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Participant Interview Two 
 
Participant Profile 
 
Gender: Male 
Role: Editor and reviewer 
Profession:  University Professor 
Field and background: Geomorphology, climate change. GSA Editor for 9 years. 
Date of interview: 4/13/2001 
 
Computing Environment 
 
Computer type for review: UNIX primarily, Windows to view QuickTime animations. 
Browser:  Netscape. 
Monitor size: 17". 
Work from home or office?:  At work for on-line review, home for CD viewing on 
Windows. 
Internet connection speed: 10 mbps Ethernet in office, T3 connection. 
 
 
Questions 
 

1. Have you ever used an Internet bulletin board, USENET, or newsgroup before? 
 
"Not much. A few list servers. Nothing interactive like this." 
 

2. How does JESSE's review and discussion area compare to software you have 
used before?  Was it familiar? Was it new to you? 

 
This was his first but "very easy to figure out." He used the wide screen format. Liked that he 
could just click on the discussion. The contents were "very useful" - he used the contents to 
jump around from section to section rather than navigating from start to finish one page at a 
time.  
 
"I like the cascading layout (of the discussion comments). You can see a comment on a 
comment on a comment." He felt the way you open and expand the discussion threads was 
very useful and helped to illustrate the flow of commentary. Also, he like that e-mail was 
sent to him and others so that you could easily see when someone made a comment, read it, 
then go to the forum to see where and how it fit in with the other commentary.  
 
 

3. Did you mainly work from the CD or the on-line representation of the Ice Age 
Module? Describe. 

 
He began by reading the text part of the module at work on his UNIX machine (which 
couldn't display the animations). He then when home to view the animations on a Windows 
PC. Having seen the animations, he worked primarily from the on-line version where he 
could see comments and the text of the resource.  
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4. How well did the on-line representation of the Ice Age Module help you locate the 
subjects you were interested in commenting on? 

 
He felt it was easy to jump around the resource using the contents.  He felt he could easily go 
directly to the points he was interested in.  The contents provided a visible overview of the 
topics covered in the resource where as he felt there was no such summary or TOC on the 
CD (even thought the drop-down menu provides one). He preferred the on-line version over 
the CD - felt the CD had some strange problems with "going back and forth from page to 
page." 
 
 
 

5. If the on-line representation simply provided a written description of the 
resource, rather than the resource itself, would that have been useful? 

 
He felt it was nice to have the whole resource there and not a skeleton. If the resource was 
complex, he felt you would have to find a way to summarize it for D3E. 
 
 

6. From your involvement with JESSE and/or the correspondence you received, 
how did you view your role as a (reviewer / editor / author) in the discussion 
process?   

 
His role in the past as an GSA editor was to read the written reviews submitted by the 
reviewers, assess them and then make recommendations to the authors for revisions. He 
would then check the revisions submitted by the authors, decide whether they addressed the 
relevant concerns and then made a recommendation to the primary editors whether or not to 
accept the resource for publication.  When asked if he felt his role as an editor for JESSE 
was the same as that for GSA he said he wasn't as sure if that was his role. He said he and the 
other editors would recommend changes to the authors but that this resource was in 
particularly good shape, so not much was needed.  
 
He felt he needed to play the role of facilitator to try to get reviewers to make comments and 
participate in the discussion and he conferred with the other editor to see whether and how to 
facilitate this discussion. "I'm not sure if the reviewers understand how it works so I checked 
with (the other editor) to see if I should encourage them." To facilitate he did two things: he 
entered review comments himself and he talked directly to one of the reviewers who 
happened to be in his department. He explained to this reviewer that this is a different review 
model that works best if comments are made early and then discussion proceeds from there.  
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7. Thinking of this interactive review process vs. traditional processes, did you find 
yourself more or less inclined to provide negative vs. positive commentary? 

 
As an editor in the past for traditional reviews "I would try to be positive."  He felt that on-
line review comments would "have a tendency to be more polite" but he felt people wouldn't 
hesitate to point out problems with the submission. He felt the integrity of the review process 
is maintained. "Reviewers want the quality to be high and I don't think it would be hindered 
here."  
 

8. Who did you view as the audience for your comments? 
 
N/A 
 

9. What are the benefits and/or drawbacks of this on-line peer review as compared 
to traditional methods you've participated in? 

 
He felt it was beneficial to be able to see other's commentary. "You can make comments and 
read other's comments." For example he pointed out an instance where he had entered a 
comment that some data presented in the resource was perhaps not correct. Another reviewer 
then responded to his comment with the corrected data, which he happened to know.  
 
He felt the interactive aspect "made it easier and more enjoyable to review." He felt that the 
culture around reviewing generally supports people waiting to the last minute to submit and 
that this behavior was not useful for the interaction. He felt people will over time learn new 
habits in order to take full advantage of this review process.  
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Participant Interview Three 
 
Participant Profile 
 
Gender: Male 
Role: Reviewer 
Profession:  University Professor 
Field and background: Geology  
Date of interview: 4/24/2001 
 
Computing Environment 
 
Computer type for review: Windows 
Browser: Netscape 
Monitor size: 17" 
Work from home or office?: Office 
Internet connection speed: T3. He felt the speed was important. "If I was doing it at home it 
would be impossible." He said however that the suggestion made in the review that a person 
could download the resource and then access it locally would have worked at home. 
 
Questions 
 

1. Have you ever used an Internet bulletin board, USENET, or newsgroup before? 
 
Not much. "I looked at discussion threads occasionally, but never to this degree." 
 

2. How does JESSE's review and discussion area compare to software you have 
used before?  Was it familiar? Was it new to you? 

 
The review and discussion software was new to him. "It was easy and user friendly. I didn't 
have to spend much time at all messing around." 
 

3. Did you mainly work from the CD or the on-line representation of the Ice Age 
Module? Describe. 

 
On-line. His CD was scratched and it didn't work consistently, but he was able to view it 
after playing with it. He liked viewing the on-line version and found it to be very useful in 
layout and accessibility given the contents navigation frame on the left.  He felt if he was 
teaching a course it would be nice to have a CD because he could display it in class. He 
would use the on-line version for student assignments.  Students could view the resource on-
line in the school computer lab on their own time and it would be accessible to everyone, 
unlike the CD.  
 

4. How well did the on-line representation of the Ice Age Module help you locate the 
subjects you were interested in commenting on? 

 
He felt it was very easy to find the different sections and then make comments.  The contents 
frame "allowed me to go right to the section." The buttons at the bottom of the article frame 
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allowed him to also navigate linearly through the module. "Well designed, well laid out 
system." 
 

5. If the on-line representation simply provided a written description of the 
resource, rather than the resource itself, would that have been useful? 

 
He liked having the actual resource side-by-side with the discussion. He felt it was really 
useful to see it in the same window. He felt that, if the resource was displayed on it's own in 
a separate window, it wouldn't be as convenient because he would have to toggle back and 
forth between the two windows. Having the resource and the discussion side-by-side "made 
me much more likely to sit down and do (the review)." 
 

6. From your involvement with JESSE and/or the correspondence you received, 
how did you view your role as a reviewer in the discussion process?   

 
He spoke with the editor, who he knew previously, about the review process. He felt this was 
a different kind of review. In traditional review, you write a description and then make 
detailed comments on what works, what doesn't work and where there are discrepancies, etc. 
The interactive review model he felt was more informal. He was expecting it to be a 
discussion.  He felt one would make shorter, more pointed comments, then expect the authors 
and other reviewers to respond.  
 
He liked that there were multiple reviewers because each could bring their expertise to the 
discussion, easing up on the responsibility of one individual having to be more detailed in his 
or her review. He felt that if he were the sole reviewer he would have made more detailed 
comments on all elements of the module. He was surprised that the discussion didn't turn out 
to be more interactive.  
 

7. Thinking of this interactive review process vs. traditional processes, did you find 
yourself more or less inclined to provide negative vs. positive commentary? 

 
He felt he was more inclined to offer negative comments because the authors and other 
reviewers would have an opportunity to respond. The authors could explain what they did 
and why. In a more formal review "I wouldn't be as likely to make more picky comments." 
He liked that the authors could respond, as well as the other reviewers.  
 
He felt it was lower pressure than a traditional review and "more interactive than formal."  
 

8. Who did you view as the audience for your comments? 
 
His comments were directed mainly toward the authors, but also the people who would use 
the resource as a teaching tool.  He had done some book reviews before where the 
publication was already in print. Here he felt he could make suggestions to the authors 
because they would have an opportunity to fix problems.  
 

9. What are the benefits and/or drawbacks of this on-line peer review as compared 
to traditional methods you've participated in? 

 
Benefits of on-line peer review included the interactive discussion aspect, being able to 
comment on specific sections and being able to have the authors return with comments. 
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Drawbacks were that others didn't participate so the discussion wasn't very interesting.  
 

10. Other comments 
 
He felt that people were not familiar with this non-traditional review style. "If they were 
doing a traditional review it would sit on their desk - people are too busy to get to it." He felt 
in traditional review approaches, people would often wait until the last minute or until they 
were motivated by the editors and/or a deadline. People weren't ready in terms of their work 
habits to know how to approach the review process. He felt one thing to try might be to 
schedule a single block of time, say two hours where all participants would come to the 
discussion prepared and then make comments and respond in that period, sort of like a chat 
session. He felt this might be hard to schedule, however but might help to increase 
interaction.  
 
He felt having e-mail reminders was motivating to get him to respond and participate. He felt 
it would be useful as a journal to provide e-mail notification of when new resources become 
available, replacing the subscription model. 
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Participant Interview Four 
 
Participant Profile 
 
Gender: Male 
Role: Author 
Profession:  Scientific visualization for earth science. 
Field and background:    
Date of interview: 4/23/2001  
 
Computing Environment 
 
Computer type for review: Windows NT used for this. He also has all other platforms. 
Browser: Netscape 4.7 
Monitor size: 15" or 17" 
Work from home or office?: Office.   
Internet connection speed: 10 mbps. 
 

1. Have you ever used an Internet bulletin board, USENET, or newsgroup before? 
 
Yes, long time ago. Deja News or Google. I use Google to do searches that return links into 
newsgroups, rather than following/participating in newsgroups themselves. Used some 
mailing lists and some newsgroups. 
 

2. How does JESSE's review and discussion area compare to software you have 
used before?  Was it familiar? Was it new to you? 

 
Jesse is too complicated. Takes a while to figure out. "Too many options, too many things to 
click." I want to find the comments for a specific page or location, but there were too many 
options.  
 

3. Approximately how many hours did you spend looking at JESSE's presentation 
of your resource? 

  
15 minutes at the beginning before any comments were entered. Just went through to make 
sure the resource was accurate. He received e-mails informing him of the comments, which 
was enough information for him that he felt no need to go back and look at the discussion 
threads.  
 

4. From your involvement with JESSE and/or the correspondence you received, 
how do you view your role as a author in the discussion process?   

 
"I want to get feedback that will improve my material, and I want to respond to what they 
say." I want a discussion that will provide improvement of my material.  
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5. Did you respond to any of the feedback from the reviewers? Why or why not? 
 
No. There wasn't very much critical feedback. "All I got was, 'this was great.' That doesn't 
help me. I wanted it to be torn apart in a polite, critical way. I wanted my stuff to end up 
better." "My peers are people who develop curriculum for the classroom and especially new-
media curriculum." He was interested mainly in discussing the delivery process - new ways 
to present material, visualization and multimedia issues - rather than the science. Most of the 
review was on the science so he wasn't compelled to respond.  
 
The comments weren't very useful. There wasn't enough specific information. He saw two 
problems: the UI was too complicated and the reviewers weren't taking enough time.   
 
One of the comments was incorrect. When asked why he didn't respond to it he said he 
brought it to the attention to the other author who's knowledge is in the science.  
 
He felt that the review process and/or JESSE needed to give a better sense of how "sticky" it 
is - i.e. how much activity is going on and a structure of information and history to compel 
people come back and frequent the site. He mentioned Merlot as a good example because it 
provides an index of resource that is constantly growing, and it has an informal review 
process. The bulk of resources in Merlot make it compelling. He felt JESSE needs to find a 
way to fill that gap since it has only one resource at this time. 
 

6. Who did you view as the audience for your comments? 
 
The reviewers.  
 

7. What are the benefits and/or drawbacks of this on-line peer review as compared 
to traditional methods you've participated in? 

 
"If people have time, you can have a discussion going on. Ideally I can have access to people 
who have something critical to say and who will respond to my comments." 
 

8. How well did the on-line representation of the Ice Age Module help you locate 
specific review topics? 

 
He didn't go on-line to look at the discussion. Just read the e-mails. 
 

9. How well did the on-line representation present an accurately portray your 
resource?  Any recommendations? 

 
It was reasonable. "It would have been really nice to have just taken what I did and put it in a 
frame."  But what you did was good for the review. There is only so much space available on 
the screen and you can't fit everything on. People will use the CD in the classroom, not the 
JESSE representation.  
 

10. Other comments: 
 
He felt as thought there was not enough focus surrounding new media in the classroom. 
There should be more reviewers in this area. More comments in the review on these sorts of 
topics.  
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He felt that on-line resources are in general not reliable or persistent. The educator has to be 
sure that he/she can access it when needed in the classroom, and the Internet just isn't reliable 
enough to ensure this. Universities and institutions don't have the resources to catalog 
everything and system administrators may leave, etc. That's why people need a CD. 
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Participant Interview Five 
 
Participant Profile 
 
Gender: Male 
Role: Managing Editor / Principle editor 
Profession: Science education resource specialist. 
Field and background: Geology. 
Date of interview: 4/30/2001 
 
Computing Environment 
 
Computer type for review: Mac 
Browser:  Netscape primarily, Internet Explorer. 
Monitor size: 20". 
Work from home or office?:  At work. 
Internet connection speed: 56k. 
 
 
Questions 
 

1. Have you ever used an Internet bulletin board, USENET, or newsgroup before? 
 
"I've used HyperNews before for another project." He was still a novice before starting using 
D3E.  Came in "with negative feelings about HyperNews." 
 

2. How does JESSE's review and discussion area compare to software you have 
used before?  Was it familiar? Was it new to you? 

 
Based on his previous involvement with HyperNews, he was familiar with it. After using it 
for the review he felt he had was much more comfortable with HyperNews after seeing how 
it works. Now has a more positive view of it.  
 

3. Did you mainly work from the CD or the on-line representation of the Ice Age 
Module? Describe. 

 
Mostly CD. But he did go through the entire module on-line one time. 
 
 

4. How well did the on-line representation of the Ice Age Module help you locate the 
subjects you were interested in commenting on? 

 
It was great.  The on-line version was organized well.  Could easily find things. The layout of 
the chapter headings was good - they were split into "desecrate blocks, not too big."  "The 
contents were nicely divided into reasonable number and reasonable detail. Good 
subheadings." "If I wanted to go to a particular topic I could just go right to it."  
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5. If the on-line representation simply provided a written description of the 
resource, rather than the resource itself, would that have been useful? 

 
If the resource was too difficult to adapt into D3E he felt they would have to get some text 
from the author or they could extract it right from the resource.  One approach would be 
something like creating some headings that would refer to the resource. The comments 
people made would come from their referring to the actual resource, rather than a 
representation of the resource right in D3E, or a combination of the two. If the resource was 
so complicated they would have to provide a description of the resource.  When asked if they 
would require authors to submit a summary he replied that JESSE guidelines require the 
author to provide an abstract of synopsis. 
 

6. From your involvement with JESSE and/or the correspondence you received, 
how did you view your role as an editor in the discussion process?   

 
"My role is to get the ball rolling and to hope (the discussion) became self-sustaining." He 
felt he might have tried inserting himself in as a reviewer more but he wanted to not 
intervene and let it manage itself.  He felt his role as managing editor was to line up the 
principle editors and let get them to take it from there.  
 

7. Thinking of this interactive review process vs. traditional processes, did you find 
yourself more or less inclined to provide negative vs. positive commentary? 

 
"I personally feel I would be more inclined to be more positive." He felt in general his 
comments tend to be positive, even in traditional review settings.  In an open review, "you 
can't just bluntly say something -- you have to be more mindful of how you word your 
criticisms." In the open review you have to put in some reasons of how to solve the issues 
along with the criticisms.  You can get feedback from the authors and get an explanation of 
what they meant.  
 

8. Who did you view as the audience for your comments? 
 
As a reviewer my audience would be the author, not the editor. "In an anonymous 
(traditional) review I would be reviewing for the editor and let men talk to the author."  
 

9. What are the benefits and/or drawbacks of this on-line peer review as compared 
to traditional methods you've participated in? 

 
Drawbacks: There's a time synch involved with the scheduling and people aren't always able 
to participate in a timely manner.  
 
Benefits: It's all electronic - you don't have to write things down. It could be more fruitful 
because you can get information straight from the authors.  You can suggest some points as 
to how they could better get their point across, etc.  
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Appendix B: Toolkit Think Aloud Usability Tests 

  

I conducted think aloud usability tests using the toolkit prototype with a total of five 

users.  Each of the users had least some familiarity with the previous version of the toolkit.  

The usability tests focused on the tasks that a typical editor would be concerned with (Table 

4).  These tasks involve marking up a document for display.  The tests did not look at tasks 

for a web site designer who would be responsible for modifying the D3E templates to 

customize the look-and-feel of the publication or the system administrator who would be 

responsible for the HyperNews and web server configuration.  

 The first two tests were performed on toolkit Revision One, modifications were 

made in the user interface and then the final three tests were conducted using Revision Two. 

This two stage approach allowed the development and testing to occur in an iterative fashion.  

Below, Table 8 shows the changes that were made after the first user tests were completed.  

Table 9 shows what areas of the toolkit UI the user tests point to for future revisions.  

Revision One had two drop-down menus in the body of the GUI - one with a list of 

article settings, the other with a list of publication settings. Some functions such as creating a 

new article setting were simulated in Revision One. This was to allow rapid development 

before committing to a final design. In Revision Two all functionality was present except for 

the delete article settings function. As a result of the initial think aloud tests, in Revision 

Two the drop-down menus were removed from the body of the GUI and placed in the 

applications menu bar instead. In addition, GUI buttons reacted appropriately according to 

whether they were available for use or not. For example, the "View Output" and "View 

Discussion Header" buttons were disabled until there were the output files were ready and 

available for viewing.  
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 For all tests the user installed the toolkit on their work or home computer. I described 

the think aloud method, asking the users to verbalize their thoughts as they navigated around 

the UI to perform some common tasks.  I then presented the users with a task, one at a time, 

and asked them to perform the task.  The toolkit was configured with a demo publication and 

a demo article settings. These appeared when the user first launched the application.  

 

Table 8 – Testing Summary Part One: Implemented Toolkit Revisions 

Usability deficiency How it was addressed in prototype Revision Two 
Not clear how to select or designate the folder 
where output files will be saved to 

Replaced the two free text entry boxes and replaced them with a 
single file chooser interface accessed from the articles panel 

File chooser UI is unclear Created a file filter for input file selection so that only .html files 
would be displayed in the file selection box.  Created a file filter for 
output folder selection so that only directories would be displayed 
in the file selection box 

No feedback indicating typed in input is saved “Save” button added at the bottom of the article settings and 
publications settings panels 

Many of the Article and Publication settings 
labels are not clear 

Revised the labels in the Article settings window 

The address book snaps to a pre-defined location 
when the “Add” button is clicked, blocking the 
users view  

Revised the logic so that the address book opens each time to the 
location previously chosen by the user 

The “Go”, preview output and view article 
buttons are active even if no output or article is 
available for viewing or processing 

Added logic so that the buttons are disabled when their 
functionality is not available 

Not clear where the input and output files might 
go 

Added a folder “articles-out” to the directory structure 

The help system is not complete Added help files for items in the articles panel 
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Table 9 – Testing Summary Part Two: Recommended Future Toolkit Revisions 

Usability deficiency Recommendations for future toolkit revisions 
Not all help files are available Add help files for the publication panel and for general help topics. 

Include step-by-step instructions on performing key tasks including 
preparing a document for publication and creating and editing templates. 
Revise articles panel help files as needed 

The “failed-references.html” report that is generated 
during processing is not viewable 

Create a button in the “View D3E Output” area of the GUI that accesses 
this report for viewing 

The generated html and HyperNews files are output 
into the same directory. No way to choose separate 
output directories for each (useful for users with 
directory access to the web and HyperNews servers) 

Add another file chooser interface to allow the ability to select a separate 
output directory for both the generated HyperNews files and html files  

Not able to change the order of the authors, 
reviewers, editors or debate topics 

Add selection and moving capabilities to the author, reviewer, editor and 
debate boxes 

The file chooser UI for choosing the output folder is 
difficult to use. Unclear how to create a new folder, 
name it and then select it as the destination 

Remove the “File name” text entry box in the file chooser (users tried 
typing their new directory name here) 

File chooser UI is unclear For familiarity, use the native look and feel instead of the Java look and 
feel.  Add additional file filters to hide all D3E helper files from the file 
selection box.  Ensure the default directory when opening the file chooser 
is consistent throughout 

Not able to duplicate an article or publication settings 
set 
 

Add a “Save As” item in the “File” menu and a “Save As” button at the 
bottom of the article settings panel.  Do the same as above for 
publication settings 

No preview of discussion threads available Add a dummy generated discussion thread output for previewing 
purposes 

No preview of the article’s html code or the heading 
tags that control the generation of the discussion 
threads 

Add a preview of the html code into the view article window. Allow 
editing of the html code. Provide separate coloring and/or special labels 
for heading tags in both the article view and html code view 

Many of the Article and Publication settings labels 
are not clear 

Revise the labels in the publication settings window 

The address book does not distinguish between 
authors, reviewers and editors 

Add a field that designates the primary role of an individual in the 
address book. Allow sorting by role 

Adding entries to the authors, reviewers or editors is 
not clearly linked to the address book 

Have the “Add” button open a new entry dialog. On the new entry dialog 
include a radio button asking if the entry should be saved to the address 
book. Place a new button in the GUI that allows adding entries from the 
address book 

The GUI is large enough that it requires scrolling on 
low resolution monitors to access all UI elements in 
the articles panel 

Move some elements off the articles panel to a second panel window, 
accessible via a button on the articles panel 
Reduce the width of the control panel on the left 

In Revision Two, the publication window is larger 
than the screen on low resolution monitors and no 
scrolling is enabled, making some UI elements 
inaccessible 

Move infrequently used elements such as the numeric references and 
footnote elements off the publication window to a second window, 
accessible via a button on the first publication window 

URL entry text boxes require user to omit the http:// 
in the URL entered 

Check if the user has entered the leading http:// and if so correct it 
behind the scenes 

The table of contents does not get created if the input 
file uses lower case heading tags 

Change the parser to accept both lower and upper case heading tags 

Not clear where the input and output files might go Add a folder “articles-in” in the directory structure 
The directory “article-work-files” was misleading Try other names like “D3E-work-files” 
The parsing progress messages are not clear  Use a Java Swing progress bar to show progress in the left-hand panel. 

Show written feedback such as “processing files,” “creating references,” 
etc. just below the progress bar during parsing 

User is able to enter incorrect values without any 
feedback given 

Provide built-in error checking on all input fields 

Tabbing between fields requires two keystrokes Make it so that only one tab keystroke is required 
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Full Usability Test Summaries 

 
Toolkit Usability Test One 
 
GUI Tested: Revision One 
 
Participant Profile 
 
Gender: Male 
Date of interview: 5/6/2001 
 
Computing Environment 
 
Computer type: Windows 98 
Monitor size: 17". 
Location: User's home 
Prior experience using D3E: Used the toolkit to help others with mock-ups. Configured and 
set up a site (template configuration and HyperNews / web server configuration). Did some 
mock-ups himself. 
 
 
User Tasks Performed: 
 

1. You are an editor for a publication that uses D3E. You have just downloaded and 
installed the new D3E Toolkit on your computer and you would like to try 
processing an article to see how it works. You read in the Toolkit documentation 
that there is a demonstration article called "bryce.html" so you decide to start by 
processing this article.  

 
Observations: 
 

• He asked, "Start by double clicking [on the jar file]?" He double clicked to start the 
application. First screen came up with demo publication settings. "Looks like it's set 
up for a demo publication."  He looked through all the menus and buttons. "Looks like 
it's similar to before [similar to the earlier version of the toolkit referring to the rows of 
text box input fields]."  

• "I can't just choose demo-article.html" in the file chooser.  Then he noticed the "View 
Output" buttons and tried them but they were disabled. Had difficulty finding the 
demo article. Used windows explorer to look for the article in the folders. Looked in 
"article-work-files" and elsewhere. "I'm stumped." Clicked on the help button. The 
Java file browser interface was not clear and it was difficult for him to figure out how 
to use it to select a file. He then went back again and was able to choose the file after 
the second try. 

• Selecting the output folder: "When I hit go it's creating an output folder name at the 
top level but where is that folder?" (The demo had set an output folder indicated in 
two text boxes in the GUI – one in the article settings panel and the other in the 
publication settings panel). He looked through the folders and checked in output 
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folder. After looking at the input fields for output folder, etc. he figured out where the 
toolkit was placing the output, but it wasn't super clear.  

• Opened the discussion header. "Looks like the header is there." Clicked on the View 
Article button. "Cool." He liked this feature. 

• Tried to click on some links in the HTML article browser window. Noticed that the 
links didn't work. "I see they are static." (Links that open a new browser window will 
not work, but links that open in the same window will). 

• He suggested that the header preview window might have a tool tip over the chapter 
section links (1.0 - 1.1 - 1.2 etc.) that indicate where those links open to. 

• He created a new folder using the Java file browser as an exercise to familiarize 
himself with it. 

 
Conclusions: 
 

• The user completed the task successfully. 
• Positives: The article and header preview windows. 
• Negatives: The Java file browser is confusing. Method of designating the file output 

folder was not clear. 
 
 

2. As a principle editor, you have a list of articles you would like to post on your 
publication's web site and make them available for viewing and adding 
comments. To prepare for this, you had earlier jotted down the site information 
for your publication (provide card or let them get if from previous D3E settings). 
You enter this information into the toolkit and save it so you can use it with your 
articles.  

 
Observations: 
 

• He looked in the publication drop menu and chose "User Publication."  
• Typed in publication information he had for a previous publication he had worked on. 

He was able to guess what went where based on the labels and his prior experience 
with the toolkit v3.9. 

• He entered in the brackets [ ] and ( ) for the footnote and numeric reference identifiers. 
• He typed in a directory in the folder for output files. He noted it would be nice to have 

a file browser to select the output folder.  
• He entered in debate topics and clicked "Add." He tried to change the order in which 

the debate topics appeared and realized they were not selectable 
• The computer crashed and he rebooted. 
• He tried tabbing from text field to text field and thought that it didn't work. I explained 

it takes two tabs move from one field to the next. 
• He wanted to hit a "Save" button when he was done. 
• He was not clear how to create a third publication. “How do I create another 

publication.” The UI only presents two options: Demo Publication and User 
Publication. 

• He felt it would be nice to have a “Save As” feature that allowed him to save all the 
settings of publication as another, separate publication. 

• He felt it would be nice to have a default folder for input and output files.  
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• He suggested that the help system might provide information about where to save 
input and output files. 

• He suggested that on installation of the toolkit there could be default directories 
“articles-in” and “articles-out,” similar to toolkit v3.9. He felt that for a new user this 
would make it easier to understand where items are placed. The user could then 
choose their own directories separately if they so desired. 

 
Conclusions: 
 

• The user completed the task successfully. 
• Positives: “User Publication” was a clear label for a new publication. 
• Negatives: Tabbing from field from field requires two tab strokes. Input and output 

directories are not clear. Not clear how to create another new publication settings. 
 
 

3. In addition to the debate topics for each article your publication has four 
standard debate topics that are common among all articles. You enter in these 
topics into the toolkit and save them so you can use them in the articles you will 
be processing.  

 
Observations: 
 

• He entered in the debate topics successfully. 
• Through inspection, he determined that the topics are ordered alphabetically. 
• He suggested that a “Move up” and “Move down” button UI be added. 
• He suggested that if a topic is selected when adding a new topic the new topic be 

added after the selected item. If no topic is selected, then new items should be added at 
the end of the list. 

 
Conclusions: 
 

• The user completed the task successfully, but was unable to order the debate topics as 
he desired. 

• Positives: The data entry box and buttons were very clear. 
• Negatives: No way to order the debate topics other than alphabetically. 

 
 

4. You have an article you want to prepare for publication.  There are three 
reviewers, one author and one editor for this article.  You enter in their names 
and e-mail addresses into the toolkit. 

 
 
Observations: 
 

• Opened the “User Article” and was able to quickly select his sample article using the 
browse feature. 

• He opened the address book to add in authors, editors and reviewers. He noted that 
each time he clicked “Add” the address book snapped back to a pre-defined position, 
causing him to move it to a more convenient location.  
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• When updating an entry in the address book, he expected it to also update in the 
reviewers/editors/authors boxes. Suggested having a button or dialog that asks if he 
wants the entry to be updated in the lists and vice versa. 

• He put in the full path including the leading http:// into the “URL of the article” box 
(the toolkit expects the path without the leading http:// or the article name itself). 

• He suggested that it would be nice to see the full path of the article in the GUI. 
Suggested adding a “Show path” button. 

• He clicked on the “View” button, saw that it allowed viewing of the article. 
 
Conclusions: 
 

• The user completed the task successfully. 
• Positives: The view article button. The address book persistent record. 
• Negatives: The address book position snaps to a pre-defined location on the screen. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5. You have a specific article you would like to publish named iceagemodule.html. 
You enter in the necessary information for this article into the toolkit and then 
process the files. You then upload the processed files to your web site. 

 
Observations: 
 

• He typed in each of the appropriate data entries I provided for the iceagemodule.html 
article. 

• Typed in “1-2” in the “Joined Sections” text box. 
• He hit the “Full Article” button and opened up the article.  
• He clicked the “Discussion Header” button, opened the article header preview. He 

then tried some of the links and discovered they don’t work. Thought after previewing 
that it all looked good. 

• He noted that he would have to ftp to upload the files but did not proceed to actually 
upload them. 

• He felt that it would be good to have a visual queue showing where the files were 
placed after generation. 

 
Conclusions 
 

• The user completed the task successfully. 
• Positives: The preview of the header and the full article. 
• Negatives: No clear feedback showing where the generated files were placed. 
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Toolkit Usability Test Two 
 
GUI Tested: Revision One 
 
Participant Profile 
 
Gender: Female 
Date of interview: 5/6/2001 
 
Computing Environment 
 
Computer type: Windows 98 
Monitor size: 17". 
Location: User's home 
Prior experience using D3E: Used the old toolkit to mock-up some articles in the past.  
Familiar with the D3E project as a whole. 
 
 
User Tasks Performed: 
 
1. You are an editor for a publication that uses D3E. You have just downloaded and 

installed the new D3E Toolkit on your computer and you would like to try 
processing an article to see how it works. You read in the Toolkit documentation 
that there is a demonstration article called "bryce.html" so you decide to start by 
processing this article.  

 
Observations: 
 

• Clicked on “Browse” button. Traversed the directories to the demo article and chose 
bryce.html. 

• Clicked on the Articles Settings and Publication Settings drop-down lists to see what 
was there. 

• “I want to add some authors.” Clicked on the authors names that already existed. “I 
like the way the ‘edit’ and ‘remove’ buttons come and go.” 

• Processed the article by clicking the “Go” button. 
• Clicked on “Full article” button. Referring to the demo publication templates included 

she said, “nice having some default graphics available to view.” 
• She opened the discussion header. “I imagined that I would see the actual discussion 

links so I could preview them.” She would like this feature. 
 
Conclusions: 
 

• The user completed the task successfully. 
• Positives: Liked the preview functions. Liked the add authors/reviewers/editors 

interface. 
• Negatives: No preview of generated discussion threads. 
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2. As a principle editor, you have a list of articles you would like to post on your 
publication's web site and make them available for viewing and adding comments. 
To prepare for this, you had earlier jotted down the site information for your 
publication (provide card or let them get if from previous D3E settings). You enter 
this information into the toolkit and save it so you can use it with your articles.  

 
Observations: 
 

• Clicked on the publications drop-down menu and chose “User Publication.” 
• She felt that the label “Site URL” was unclear. Suggested “URL to site location.” 
• She felt that the label “Resource URL” might be better-phrased “Location of icons and 

graphics.” 
• She felt that the label “Review URL” might be better-phrased “URL to review 

threads.” 
• She typed in the parameters. Wanted to press a “Save” button. Suggested that a save 

be put in the file menu. If she selected save then she would expect it to ask for a new 
name for her publication settings. 

• She noticed that the arrows next to the drop-down menus indicated which panel was 
displayed on the right.  Thought that having both the publication settings and the 
article setting appear in the same window was somewhat confusing. She suggested 
moving the publication settings to a separate window accessed from a “Publication” 
menu in the GUI. 

 
Conclusions: 
 

• The user completed the task successfully. 
• Positives:    
• Negatives: No save button available. No way to save settings by a user-chosen name. 

Appearance of the Articles and Publication settings in the same window is confusing. 
 
 
3. In addition to the debate topics for each article your publication has four standard 

debate topics that are common among all articles. You enter in these topics into the 
toolkit and save them so you can use them in the articles you will be processing.  

 
Observations: 
 

• Tried to click in into the edit area but the button was grayed out. Noticing this she felt 
that this should also be the same for the reviewer, author and editors entry boxes. 

• Felt the dialog box could be made bigger so that more of the debate topics would be 
visible. 

• Felt that the user should order the debate topics, not by default done alphabetically. 
 
Conclusions: 
 

• The user completed the task successfully. 
• Positives: The debate topics UI in general.  
• Negatives: Can only see three debate topics without scrolling. Can not order the 

debate topics arbitrarily. 
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4. You have an article you want to prepare for publication.  There are three 

reviewers, one author and one editor for this article.  You enter in their names and 
e-mail addresses into the toolkit. 

 
 
Observations: 
 

• She felt that she had to create an output folder before starting. She then noticed that 
typing the name in a text box sets the folder. She felt it would be better to have a file 
chooser interface instead, similar to that for the article. 

• She added the reviewers, authors and editors. Each time she clicked “Add” the address 
book would snap back to a central location, blocking her view. She moved the address 
book to the left each time. 

• She wanted to be able to sort the address book entries by role: author, editor, reviewer. 
• She felt it was necessary that the user could choose the order of the authors, editors 

and reviewers, rather than being alphabetical. 
• She suggested that once a new person is added to the address book, it be selected in 

the GUI by default.  
 
Conclusions: 
 

• The user completed the task successfully. 
• Positives: The overall author, reviewer and editor entry GUI was good. 
• Negatives: Not able to designate an arbitrary order for authors, reviewers or editors. 

The address book snapped to a pre-defined location, blocking the view of the rest of 
the GUI. No distinction in the address book between authors, reviewers and editors. 
Rather, they are all lumped together. 

 
 
5. You have a specific article you would like to publish named iceagemodule.html. 

You enter in the necessary information for this article into the toolkit and then 
process the files. You then upload the processed files to your web site. 

 
Observations: 
 

• She copied and pasted the file into the “URL of article” box. 
• Typed in text into the “Demo text” field. 
• Felt the label “Header level” might be better-phrased as “Split at header level.” 
• Suggested the preview should allow a view of the actual HTML for the article.  
• She pressed the “Full Article” preview button before processing and noted the error 

message saying that the files must be processed first. 
• She finished entering all the info, pressed “Go” to process. 
• Viewed the output. 
• Liked the address book. It adds persistent access to names. 
• She noted that she would then have to upload the files to the server. 
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Conclusions 
 

• The user completed the task successfully. 
• Positives: The address book provides persistent access to names. Previewing of input 

and output files. 
• Negatives: Many of the labels are confusing. 

 
 
6. You are an editor using the D3E toolkit for the first time. You have just installed it 

on your computer and have started the application. You decide to read the help 
files to help you learn how to use the toolkit. 

 
Observations: 
 

• She opened the address book. Liked the way it works. 
• Liked also the help buttons throughout the GUI. 
• Only a few topics were available so not much to explore. 
• She felt it would be nice to have a step by step section on “How to set up a 

publication.” 
 
 
Conclusions 
 

• The user completed the task successfully. 
• Positives: The help system is clear and easy to use. Help buttons throughout the GUI. 
• Negatives: Not many help topics available during the test. 
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Toolkit Usability Test Three 
 
GUI Tested: Revision Two 
 
Participant Profile 
 
Gender: Male  
Date of interview: 5/15/2001 
 
Computing Environment 
 
Computer type: Windows 2000 
Monitor size: 20” 
Location: Users office 
Prior experience using D3E: Used the old toolkit to mock-up some articles in the past.   
 
 
User Tasks Performed: 
 
1. You are an editor for a publication that uses D3E. You have just downloaded and 

installed the new D3E Toolkit on your computer and you would like to try 
processing an article to see how it works. You read in the Toolkit documentation 
that there is a demonstration article called "bryce.html" so you decide to start by 
processing this article.  

 
Observations: 
 

• The users screen resolution is relatively small. This has constricted the GUI so that he 
must scroll to see all of the UI elements in the article panel. 

• He clicked on the “Demo Publication” label on the control panel, expecting it to give 
feedback. “Am I in the demo?” He wasn’t initially sure that he was in the demo. 

• He used the file chooser to navigate to the demo article directory and select 
bryce.html. 

• Clicked on the “View” button. Noted that some of the links in the preview html 
window were “broken.” 

• He opened the output directory chooser but could not figure out how to add a new 
directory so he selected the pre-defined directory articles-out. 

• In the authors entry box, he clicked “Add.” At first he thought he was adding the 
author directly, not an address book entry. After he saw how it worked it made sense. 

• He put in http:// in the “URL of the article will be” text box. 
• Clicked “Go.” 
• Hit “Copy” on the URL for the article and pasted this into his web browser. He then 

noticed that it was needing to be uploaded first. 
• He then went to the “articles-out” folder and opened the output article in Netscape to 

preview. He did not notice the preview output buttons in the GUI. 
• He was looking for the text he had entered in the “Inserted Text” on the first page of 

the output. Wasn’t clear where this was being placed.  
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Conclusions: 
 

• The user completed the task successfully. 
• Positives: Viewing the article. The address book UI in general. 
• Negatives: Not clear how to create and select the output directory in the “Output 

Folder” UI 
 
2. You have an article you want to prepare for publication.  There are three 

reviewers, one author and one editor for this article.  You enter in their names and 
e-mail addresses into the toolkit. 

 
Observations: 
 

• From the “File” menu, selects “New.” Types in “DDU” as the name for the articles 
settings. 

• He comments, “I guess I’m going to have to copy the input file over first.”  
• He wasn’t clear where to put his article.  He looked at help but there was no topic. 
• He created a folder “articles-in” and put his article there. 
• In the “Output Folder” file chooser, he was able this time to create a new folder and 

select it. 
• Entered in the remaining input in the UI, and hit “Go.” 
• He previewed the output in Netscape and saw that there was not contents created. He 

tried processing with a new header level, but no change. I mentioned that it was a bug 
with the parser. 

• He then noticed that he could preview directly from the toolkit. 
 
Conclusions: 
 

• The user completed the task successfully. 
• Positives: Preview of the output. 
• Negatives: Parser bug omitted the creation of the table of contents in the output. 

 
 
3. As a principle editor, you have a list of articles you would like to post on your 

publication's web site and make them available for viewing and adding comments. 
To prepare for this, you had earlier jotted down the site information for your 
publication (provide card or let them get if from previous D3E settings). You enter 
this information into the toolkit and save it so you can use it with your articles.  

 
Observations: 
 

• From the publication menu he choose “User Publication.” 
• Entered in the parameters I provided.   
• He commented, the “project logo file I would assume would be in the resources folder 

rather than having to put in a full path.” He wasn’t sure what he was to put here and 
the help button had no information available. 

• He entered the standard debate topics. 
• Clicked “Save.” 
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Conclusions: 
 

• The user completed the task successfully. 
• Positives: “User Publication” was a clear label for this task. 
• Negatives: It is not clear what the expected input for the project logo file path should 

be.  There are no help topics available. 
 
4. General comments 
 

• He commented that if he was a new user he might not know where to begin or what to 
do. He suggested a step-by-step explanation of the publishing process, i.e. step 1 start 
with an html article, step 2 etc. 

• He lied the way the help buttons were right there in the UI.  
• He was surprised he didn’t see the view output buttons. 
• Wasn’t sure what the “article-work-files” were.  
• Wasn’t obvious where to put an output folder. 
• He suggested file selector UI should be all on one line. Confusing to have the label be 

on one line and the next line having the control UI elements. Not initially clear that 
they are connected. 
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Toolkit Usability Test Four 
 
GUI Tested: Revision Two 
 
Participant Profile 
 
Gender: Male  
Date of interview: 5/15/2001 
 
Computing Environment 
 
Computer type: Unix – Sun Solaris System  
Monitor size: 20” 
Location: Users office 
Prior experience using D3E: Used the old toolkit to mock-up some articles in the past.   
 
 
User Tasks Performed: 
 
1. You are an editor for a publication that uses D3E. You have just downloaded and 

installed the new D3E Toolkit on your computer and you would like to try 
processing an article to see how it works. You read in the Toolkit documentation 
that there is a demonstration article called "bryce.html" so you decide to start by 
processing this article.  

 
Observations: 
 

• He had created his own publication templates previously but decided to just use the 
ones provided here. 

• He surfed through the directories before starting the task. Found the demo article 
brice.html in the process. Browsed the article-work-files in the process. 

• He ran the command “java –jar D3EToolkit.jar” to launch the application. 
• He tried clicking on the blue articles labels in the UI. Commented “I guess the blue 

color doesn’t mean anything.” 
• After noting the “New” in the “File” menu he pondered, “would bryce be a new 

article.” 
• He then created a new articles settings (rather than choosing demo article). Name it 

“bryce.” 
• He then used the file chooser to select bryce.html as the input file. 
• Clicked “View” to view the article. 
• He used the “Output Folder” file chooser but had difficulty choosing a folder. Tried 

typing the folder name in the “File name” text box but it didn’t work. 
• He pondered, “I guess ‘articles-out’ would be where I want to select to have the output 

go, but how do I make it the output folder?” After playing with it for a while he was 
able to get it to select the file for him. 

• For the short title he read the help file by clicking the button next to the text box. After 
reading the help file he opened the article by clicking “View” then copied and pasted 
the title from the article. 
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• He added a new author to the address book by clicking “Add” next to the authors box. 
He then closed the address book and was confused that the author didn’t show up. 
After trying again he understood that the address book was a persistent store for name 
and that he needed to select the author from there. 

• He typed in the http:// in the “URL of the article” text box. He opened and read the 
help file. He wasn’t sure what the D3E output would be and so he wasn’t sure what to 
put here. He typed in bryce.html. 

• Read the help on “Inserted text.” Got clear on what it is for. 
• He knew what joined sections were so kept going. 
• He went through the article to see what to put in “Header level.” He thought that this 

would correspond to the number of dots in the numbering of the sections: i.e. section 
1.1.2 would be header level 3. 

• Clicked “Save.” Saw that the save was then grayed out. 
• He clicked “Rename” to try experimenting with renaming the article settings.  
• After clicking “Go” he read the resulting parser message in the article processing 

window. He noted there was a “failed-references.html” report generated and he 
wanted to read it to see what it was. He then opened it in Netscape and read it. Noted 
that it said “Internal link but no corresponding target at target 2.2.2” He thought this 
error may have been because of the header level he put in. He then said, “It seems to 
be taking these year things [in the article] as possible references.” 

• He then noted that to publish, he would have to copy the files to the appropriate 
directories – one for the html files and one for the HyperNews files. 

• He suggested to make the HyperNews and html file output separately selectable, 
therefore allowing direct output to the appropriate directories on the server (his 
workstation had directory access to the web and HyperNews servers). 

• After processing the files he noted that the output frame file was “bryce.html” so he 
put that in the GUI under “URL of the article.” 

 
 
Conclusions: 
 

• The user completed the task successfully. 
• Positives: Viewing input and output files. The help buttons in the GUI. 
• Negatives: The file chooser UI for the output folder. Not clear what to put into the 

“URL of the article” box. Parser progress messages are not clear. No integrated way to 
view the “failed-references.html” report generated during parsing. 

 
2. You have an article you want to prepare for publication.  There are three 

reviewers, one author and one editor for this article.  You enter in their names and 
e-mail addresses into the toolkit. 

 
Observations: 
 

• He went to the publication menu.  
• He noted that he wasn’t sure where the dividing line between the article and 

publication is. “I guess publication implies where you access the templates.” 
• He said, “why would the article settings have a name?” He didn’t see that you could 

create new articles settings. Instead he was using the same articles settings for each 
article he wanted to process. 
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• He then noted that there was multiple articles and said, “so within a publication there 
may be several articles.” 

• He tried the “New Publication” and noted that it only put up a message saying feature 
coming soon. 

• He then opened the “User Publication.” 
• Suggested to use the label “Discussion” or “Debate” instead of “Review URL.” 
• He put in the same directory for “Output URL” as he had for the local output folder. 
• He saw that the output folder was “my publications” so he knew he was ready. 
• Clicked “Go.” 

 
 
Conclusions: 
 

• The user completed the task successfully. 
 
3. You are an editor using the D3E toolkit for the first time.  You have just installed it 

on your computer and have started the application. You decide to read the help 
files to help you learn how to use the toolkit.  

 
Observations: 
 

• He opened the help from the help menu.  
• He looked at all the topics and read it.  
• He noticed there is not info on creating user publications. 
• Read the URL help and said, “need to have information that the same name will be 

used in the output as the input file name.”  
 
Conclusions: 
 

• The user completed the task successfully. 
• Positives: Help system in general. 
• Negatives: Not all help topics present. 

 
4. General comments 
 

• He saw in the file menu the delete option and pondered, “what would I be deleting?” 
He was afraid to try it. 
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Toolkit Usability Test Five 
 
GUI Tested: Revision Two 
 
Participant Profile 
 
Gender: Female  
Date of interview: 5/15/2001 
 
Computing Environment 
 
Computer type: Windows 2000  
Monitor size: 20” 
Location: Users office 
Prior experience using D3E: Used the old toolkit to mock-up some articles in the past.   
 
 
User Tasks Performed: 
 
1. You are an editor for a publication that uses D3E. You have just downloaded and 

installed the new D3E Toolkit on your computer and you would like to try 
processing an article to see how it works. You read in the Toolkit documentation 
that there is a demonstration article called "bryce.html" so you decide to start by 
processing this article.  

 
Observations: 
 

• “I first just want to get acquainted with the UI.” She went and previewed the menus. 
• Saw the address book in the view menu and said, “I don’t know what one would use 

an address book for. Would it be for the authors etc?”  
• She got the “demo article.”  
• She was not sure if the “Input File” was the same as the article.  Selected bryce.html as 

the input file. 
• In the output directory chooser it says “select folder” but there is a text box that says 

“File name.” This was confusing. She tried typing in the output folder name in the 
“File name” text box. 

• She then noted that it didn’t work so she surfed abound the file chooser UI some more 
and found the “New Folder” icon. Created a new folder and selected it. 

• Clicked on the help button for “The URL of the article will be” box, read it and said, 
“Cool.” Was able to easily know what to put in.  

• Clicked on the help button for “Inserted text,” read it and said, “How do you 
customize the templates to put in the test you want.” The help file says you can 
customize the templates to insert the text where you want – but does not explain how. 

• Clicked on the help button for “Header level,” read it and said, “It’s much clearer 
now,” referring to her previous confusion about what the header level was. She felt the 
header level was confusing in the original toolkit. 

• Clicked on the help button for “Preprint?,” and read it. 
• Viewed the article and said, “it would be nice to see where the H1’s (header tags) are 

to see where the splits are.  This is nice to be able to open the document and view it.” 
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• She said, “I’m ready to make this.” She said that it would be more intuitive to have the 
“Go” button at the bottom of the articles setting window because it goes with the flow 
of work, rather than in the left panel. 

• Read the progress report messages and said there seems to be a lot. 
• Opened the “failed-references.html” file in her browser and said that the progress 

message made more sense after reading the report. 
• She noted that she couldn’t close the progress window. 
• She clicked “Full article,” looked at the table of contents in the output and made a 

correlation between the chapter numbers (1.1.1, 1.1.2, etc.) and the header level. 
• In the preview of the article, she clicked on the wide screen icon, wasn’t sure what it 

was. Then noticed that it opened up and showed the review threads. 
 
 
Conclusions: 
 

• The user completed the task successfully. 
• Positives: The help system and help buttons in the GUI. Previewing article and output 

functions. 
• Negatives: No feedback in the view article showing the header tags. 

 
2. You have an article you want to prepare for publication.  There are three 

reviewers, one author and one editor for this article.  You enter in their names and 
e-mail addresses into the toolkit. 

 
Observations: 
 

• Copied the provided iceagemodule.html file to a folder. 
• The demo article was still open from the previous task. She began by clicking “Choose 

input file.”  
• She created a new folder using the file chooser and named it “ice age.” Selected it as 

the output folder. 
• She the typed in the titles, no problem. 
• She then realized that she was typing over the demo settings so she then opened a new 

settings from the file menu. 
• A message popped up asking “Save current settings?” but she didn’t know what she 

would be saving (it would save the changes she had made in the demo article settings). 
Clicked save. 

• She then clicked “Add” for authors. From the address book she clicked “New” and 
then entered the information for an author and clicked “Ok.” She then closed the 
address book without clicking the “Add to authors” button and she noted, “close did 
not put it there (in the authors box)” as she expected.   

• She then clicked “Add” in the editors area and said, “I now see the authors in the 
editors area.” She then figured out that the address book is persistent and how it 
worked. 

• She felt it wasn’t clear that the delete in the address book didn’t delete the entry in the 
editor’s box.   

• She suggested that the “Add” entry have a radio button asking to save the entry to the 
address book. 
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• In response to her overall experience with the address book she said, “once you figure 
it out, it’s not that bad.” 

• Entered “jesse.usra.edu” in the “URL of the article will be” box. She did this correctly 
after reading the help file. 

• She noted that the header level defaults to level 4. 
• Hit save. She pondered, “where did it save it?” She then looked through the file 

structure to figure out where it saved it but did not find anything. She then said “it’s 
annoying but I assume the application has saved it for me.” 

• Pressed “Go.” 
• The progress window was minimized so she did not see any feedback of the 

processing. She noted she was wondering if it processed but then saw the output. 
 
Conclusions: 
 

• The user completed the task successfully. 
• Positives: Help files. 
• Negatives: Address book logic was not clear where entries were saved and added. 

Saving settings files gives poor feedback to the user. 
 
3. As a principle editor, you have a list of articles you would like to post on your 

publication's web site and make them available for viewing and adding comments. 
To prepare for this, you had earlier jotted down the site information for your 
publication (provide card or let them get if from previous D3E settings). You enter 
this information into the toolkit and save it so you can use it with your articles.  

 
Observations: 
 

• She commented, “if I understand this is the background information for the publication 
that will be used with all the users.” 

• She clicked on the help button for “Project logo filename,” noted that the help files 
were not available and said, “the help files are really important.” She said it would 
make the task a lot easier. 

• Due to the resolution of her monitor, she noted that the publication settings window 
was too big to fit on the screen.  Because it ran off the screen, there was no way to 
access all the elements or move the window. 

• She said there is “no save button!” The save button was not visible because the 
window ran off the screen. 

• She felt that it was not clear that the settings she just made would be connected to the 
articles or saved for the articles. She said there was no evidence of what she just set.  

• She was looking in the preview area for something to show a preview based on the 
article settings. She said, “I’m not worried.” She assumed it would handle saving them 
for her. 

 
Conclusions: 
 

• The user was unable to save the settings but otherwise completed the task. 
• Positives:  
• Negatives: No help topics. Not feedback where the settings were being saved to. 
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4. General comments 
 

• The help system is a huge improvement over the past toolkit. 
• Suggested using the work “templates” rather than “publication settings.” 
• Suggested providing a number of different pre-defined template sets with the toolkit. 
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